5 Years of Headlines and Deadlines at SJS
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Fresno Bops SJS
36-27 in Finale j - schools

to rack up the best spartan tl‘Cord since 1954, as they ended the
"Where Do the Journalism
’61 campaign with a 6-4 mark.
Schools Go from Here?" will be
Fresno obviously wanted to go discussed tomorrow at 2 p.m. by
to their Merry Bowl clash with
a panel of seven educators and
Bowling Green on Thanksgiving
professional journalists in T1L55.
recordDay with an unblemished
The discussion is in conjunction
and they took a shottcut by way
with the silver-anniversary celeof Spartan errors.
The overflow crowd responded bration of the Department of
with unrestrained glee each time Journalism & Advertising.
Fresno State turned an SJS misDr. Chilton It. Bush, Stanford
cue into a touchdown. San Jose
university emeritus executive head
lost five fumbles to the Bulldogs,
and on three such occasions a of the Department of Communications. will serve as panel modFresno touchdown resulted.
After erator, according to Dr. Dwight
San Jose scored first.
Walter Roberts returned the open- lientel, head of the SJS Departing kickoff to the 29 yard line, ment of Journalism & Advertising
S.IS went 71 yards in 14 plays in
1936.
three Chon since its beginning, in
yrna drive that featured
include
members
panel
Other
Gallegos -to-Roberts pass plays.
Turkey Trot, a race sponsored
Fullback Johnny Johnson scored Howard Taylor, editorial -training
Alpha Phi Omega, men’s nadirector for the Copley News((motioned on page 51
.,nal service fraternity,
will start
papers; Clair Otis, advertising di.
ynorrow
at 12:30 p.m. in front
Irector. Eureka Newspapers. inc.;
the men’,
gymnasium.
Charles M. Hulten, Journalism deThe entries for the race
to
partment chairman. University of
.’Partan stadium will
start at
Applications for the position California; A. L. Higginbotham.
rant and son Carlos sta., race
of chairman of the Model CnIted .Journalism department chairman.
down to
Seenth
St.,
then out to Nations committee will be He- University of Nevada: Dr. Paul
the stadium where
they will make copted in this College Union un- , V. Sheehan. Journalism departSty turn around
the track and til 12 noon tomorrou. Inter - ment. Fresno state college and
then retrace the
route to the slims will he held from 2 to 1 .John B. Riffel Missile Systems
aten’s
ivninasi11111.
p.m. tomorrow. Application division, Lockheed.
After the Spartan
stadium blanks may be obtained in the
Dr. Bush will open the panel
racers take off,
those runners who
historical
College Union.
an
re-’
discussion
with
hove entered in
the Greek relay
fle.ction of the development of
section,
%%in
race
between San
lournalism education. Ile will conCarlos
and
San Salvador sts. on
Fifth si,
clude with observations and questions pointing out a few controAfter both races
are
completed,
versial aspects relating to the
-yardsWffl
N, Presented
to winactivities of schools of journalism.
’61t, and placers
by Pat Travis,
Dr. Bente! said.
Ileconling quieen.
I les for college gradOpportll
A tronhy will be presented to uatem in the field of public affairs I The discussion will permit criSinning 10 -man Greek
relay will he discussed by Coro foun- ticism of present. objectives. Frac’’dm
First pliZe for the
winner dation representatives arid mem- tier% or shortcomings in perforthe Stadium rare
is a turkey: hers of its public affairs intern, mance and open the way for a
ort’shrl. a ’lurk.
in C11165 to- consideration of future opportunip.m.
3:30
and
at
ship
third.
ehickini
ties, Dr. Bente! explained,
morrovi.

Turkey Trot Starts
Tomorrow at G

MUN Needs Head.

Coro To Discuss
Job Opportunities
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Newsmen
To Discuss

11,
\I I I. I STKL1
Fif tp.:rid delegat’
of
fonthall-craz
Fresno will now
readily attest to the validity of
Fresno State’s unbeaten record idler watching the Bulldogs trounce
San Jose State 36-27 at Ratcliffe
stadium Saturday night.
In heating Ma n Jinse for the
wood straight time. the Bulldogs (IP% ’aired any Mille.; the
Spartans may has," had for a
plat SPIP011 Sun Boss! g3i1111%
(each Bob Titehenal’s aegrittoinon also isititfrd
an opportunity
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Alan Eden -Green
Congratulations
November 16, 1961
CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE

PRESIDENT

For the last quarter of a century San Jose State Colle.:
has been honored across the land for its outstanding stud,’:
publications and for its well -trained journalism & advertisin..
graduates.
On behalf of all the faculty and students, I congratulate the
San Jose State College Department of Journalism & Advertising
on its Silver Anniversary. May its achievements continue and
its fame increase.
I urge everyone to participate in the many fine programs
that, have been arranged, and to tour the new facilities and meet
the faculty and students during Wednesday’s Open House.
JOHN T. WAHLQUIST

British P.R. Director
To Speak at Luncheon

Silver Anniversary
Under Way Today
TWent y -f 13.4’ yea 1,f Journalism
and advertising will be celebrated
by the department today through
Wednesday beginning at 12:15
p.m. today with a luncheon in
cafeteria room A. featuring Alan
Eden -Green, president British Institute of public relations.
The celebration is under the
direction of Dr. Dwight Bentel
head of the department, in co, operation with Pearce Davies, ..sociate professor of journalism
Douglas Edwards. CBS brrso’
caster, will speak at 10:34) a.rT,nisdmy in Morris Dailey

pnxlueed by -San .1.3se Mercury"
will be shown at :; pm. in J108.
There will he demonstration of
TV news equipment in .721l2 all
afternoon,
One p.m. In 1 p.m will he open
house in the entire journalism
hid lctin,
ct.",,,O.01,Wiri’VeVo1,:

s’s

Clyde Bedell, advertising exee’.
live, author and educator, wi
Mr. Eden -Green will speak to a lecture following a 12:15 lunche..,-,
British public relations director,
Man B. Eden -Green will open the’ joint -session of the San Jose Ad; in the Catholic Woolen’s center
.‘
Journalism & Advertising depart-,
At 2 p.m. Tuesday a panel dis
club and the San Jose Public Recussion in TI-155 is scheduled. The
; Lotions Round Table.
SlIbieet "Where Do the Jinn-nails:
The Londoner is expected to re- Schools Go front Here?" will ;
discussed by educators and
port the results of the Public Rewith Dr. Chilton 1.. Bo,
lotions Society of America’s an- of Stanford university model-atm..
,r
Drew Pearson. noted commert
-career
mannmg
f
nual conference held this week in
There are plenty
tor. will speak on "Has the U
I Houston, Tex., where he was a become a Second Class Power’
of good angles to a life ,nsurante ca,eer
featured speaker.
at a 11:30 a.m. Morris
A
nudes yoth the head of
Mr. Eden -Green is president of auditorium assembly. Wednesda,
I
Oa’ college unit will tell you a ZA
An organizations invitational
the Institute of Public Relations.
lot about th,s absorb,no bus,- ss,
buffet luncheon will be at 12:30
Britain’s equivalent of the Public
n,^st And If you’re ,nterestecl
pm. in the journalism buildin:
- actual sales tranung you can
; Relations Society of America. Ile featuring guest speaker Dean \
you’re
’4’t
rare -while
is also public relations director of L. Higginbotham. University
school.
Josiah Wedgwood & Sons limited Nevada.
Special guests at the lunche,’
I of
Barlaston.
Stoke-on-Trent.
will he PIN’S John T. Wahlquis
: manufacturers of chinaware.
FOURTH
ST.
NORTH
210
Dr. Robert J. Moore. dean
7-5707
CY
Phone
The P R. director will he the of sciences and occupations.
;s
sliecI,l guest of Pi Alpha Nii Joe Rosenthal. San Francis,’
ALAN B. EDEN -GREEN
. . . British P.R. Director professional public relations fra- Chronicle photographer.
PROVIDENT MUTUAL
There will he an exhibit of pr.
ternity, at a banquet at the GarLife Insurance Company
50.
winning photographs In the loss"
ment’s 25th anniversary eelebraot Philadelphia
S.
lions with a speech following a den City Hofbran tonight. He will lobby of the jouroalism
totor
Los
after
leave
Angeles
luncheon in the cafeteria rooms,
all day.
banquet,
night’s
A and B :it 1213 today.
A motion picture. "Flood Story,. tireVheart.ere’re’rWegteleo*.--t ’--

ISPARTAN DAILY

Monday, November 20. 1961

27 Years A Tribute
If there were to be Ili persons named ho, during the past
quarter century, have done the most for the field of journalism
and mass communications, Dr. Dwight Bentel, head of the SJS
Journalism & Advertising department. would rank among the
highest.
He has devoted unceasing efforts to the training of not otil
capable and efficient but also responsible journalists. Not content with training journalists to perform the mechanics of the
profession. Dr. Bettiel has insisted on his students learning to
think, to work hard and to at all times strive for fairness and
accuracy in every facet of news reporting.
Almost single-handedly, he has built a department that is
now recognized throughout the nation as being one of t lie finest:
a department looked to with confidence by scores of publishers
and editors for professional quality manpower to staff their
publications.
He has, by imparting his experience and %vimd
to a generation of newsmen, done far more than merely produce a newspaper or magazine: he has instead produced a philosophy of
journalism, the effects of which are evident in the operation
and policies of hundreds of publications on which former students now work.
Spartan Daily Staff

Diplomat Says Iran Needs
Technical Aid and Capital
"When a man gets to that state
where there could be nothing
worse for him, you cannot blame
him if he turns to the elusive hope
of ;communism."
These are the words of Hossein
T.’Eshraghi, acting consul general
of -Iran who spoke Friday night to
gusts at a program called "An
Iranian Night" at the International:Student Center.
While all of Iran’s sympathies
art with the West, the consul general said, "my country lacks the
tOhnical assistance, the know-how
mad the capital to be a self-sufficient member of the western bloc."
’He added that, while his country’s oil revenues total about $300
million yearly, 65 per cent of this
goes to various projects set up to
carry out the economic development of the county, and the other
35 per cent goes partly for deficiencies in the budget, partly for
operating the National Iranian
Oil co.
In his address entitled "Iran and

the Regional Pacts," Eshraghi
said that regional alliances have
become more than military agreement, they are socio-economic programs.
He said that NATO is "by far
the most important of the regional
treaties" in existence.
The consul general was introduced by Dr. James W. Thornton,
assistant to Pres. John T. Wahlquist, Dr. Thornton represented
SJS at the program, which was cosponsored by the International Students’ Organization and the International Relations club.
Following his address, Mr. Eshraghi answered questions from the
audience.
The questions came in the form
of brief speeches made by members of the Organization of Iranian
Students of Northern California.
whose members expressed opposition to the Iranian government
which the consul general represents.

SJS Art Work Series
To Be Exhibited in State
A series of exhibitions featuring art work by San Jose State
students will be shown throughout the state during the coming
year, according to John V. De
Vincenzi, assistant professor of
art and chairman of the exhibits.
The Art department’s "Traveling Art Exhibitions" of student
work are available to colleges,
junior colleges, high schools and
other institutions interested in
the promotion of art.
Students and others interested in current original work by
SJS artists may also use the
exhibits, De Vincenzi said.
EXHIBITS INCLUDE
Included in the program are
individual exhibits of oil and
water color paintings, beginning
and advanced figure drawings,
beginning and advanced designs,
beginning and advanced drawings, printmaking and commercial art.
The only "cost" in using these
exhibitions are the prepaid and
Insured shipping fees to the next
point of showing or back to SJS.
Shipping costs to groups ordering the exhibitions will be covered by the Art department
when the exhibits are not being
shown elsewhere.

Exhibits will be available for
three-week showings, however,
special arrangements for a longer period will be made if the
exhibit in question is not scheduled for showings elsewhere.
The only exhibit currently
"on the road" is an advanced
drawing exhibition being shown
at Long Beach state college.
Other exhibits have been borrowed by the San Jose Art center and the San Jose Art Giuld.
Student works used in the
traveling shows are selected by
faculty members from the annual Spring Art exhibition.
EXTENSIVE ARRANGEMENTS
Shows have been sent out from
SJS for more than eight years
but never have been arranged
as extensively as this one, De
Vincenzi said.
Former shows presented a
wide variety of art in a single
exhibition. Today these are specializedeach show represents
a single art form. Ten separate
shows will be sent out this year.
Although three- dimensional
pieces such as sculpture are not
represented in the exhibits, they
will be expanded until they eventually represent the whole Art
department.
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Paper Must Inform
Photos lt

ANDY SCHWARTZ

As the Journalism & Advertising department celebrates its 25th
anniversary, it is natural to slow down and ask the question, ’’what
role should the college press play in the campus community?" Being
a student production, published primarily for students, we turned to
the readers for the answer.
Judy Brokmer, freshinan
"The newspaper should
provide the students with
news of what is going on
around campus, stimulate
interest in campus activities, and cover different
points of views on controversial issues in editorials
and letters."

Jim Badarne, freshman
"College papers are very
important because they
keep you informed as to
what is going on in school
and the world. The paper
is part of your education;
It helps you understand
things that are happening."
Alice Powell, sophomore
"I like the Spartan Daily
the way it is now, but
maybe there should be
more coverage of things
that are important to students. The paper should
try to stay on neutral
grounds and favor what
the ASB does."

Janet Hobbs, sophomore
"Keeping students informed of campus activities and world happenings
should be the role of the
college paper. It should
be a leader in getting
things accomplished on
Jim Wallace, senior
’The newspaper should
play a vital role in which
it would adhere mainly to
local happenings on campus. It should be open to
criticism from any and
all sides and allow students to voice their
thoughts in the paper."
Carolyn Finn, sophomore
"Being informative is
the paper’s role. It should
cover both school events
and world news because
it is the only paper some
students read. There
should be editorials and
student surveys on controversial opinions and
publicity for campus
groups."

Pat Cavanaugh, freshman
"Informing is the paper’s role. It should cover
local and national issues
and express editorial opinions."

Jack Quinton, freshman
"The paper should take
an editorial stand on controversial issues, but cover
both sides of a case. It
should cover more than
local news."

Jerrie Rostomilly, freshman"More world news
should be in the paper
because we don’t get
another paper. The paper’s role should be one
of informing; it doesn’t
have to take editorial
stands."
irginla Collins, junior
"The paper should portray the life of students
both on and off campus.
It should convey students’
ideas about world affairs,
student government and
administration. It should
inform students."

’Refreshing’ Honesty
Gets Case Suspended
MOBILE, Ala. (UPI)Homer
Sutherland, 21, flabbergasted recorder’s court officials Thursday by admitting he ran a red
light and caused a two-car collision witnessed only by him
and the other driver.
’This is most refreshing," said
Judge Frank Massa. "I’m going
to suspend your case. Just don’t
run any more red lights."

Dr. Gerald Marsh
Will Do Reading
Dr. Gerald Marsh, dean of
summer sessions at the University of California at Berkeley,
will read a cutting of Liam
Flaherty’s book ’The Informer,"
during a Studio Hour presentation Wednesday, Nov. 29 at 3:30
p.m. in the College Theater.
Dr. Marsh is the former chairman of the Speech department
at LTC. His reading is being sponsored by the Speech and Drama
department and the Spartan Programs committee.
This is his second appearance
here. In a previous reading he
presented "Turnabout" by William Faulkner.
Dr. Lawrence H. Mouat, professor of speech, will introduce
Dr. Marsh.
THE VAMPS
NEW YORK (UPI) Four
vampires hovered over blood
donors Wednesday at the Baruch School of Business.
The vampires were four coeds dressed in ghoulish garb to
lure other students to the blood
bank.

Richard Lyon, junior"Informing students of
what is happening on campus should be the paper’s
role. It should show two
sides of questions and issues."

Celia, Smith, freshman
"The campus paper is the
students’ way of knowing
what is going on in the
world. It is the only paper some students read.
There should be more expression of opinion in the
paper."

Are Supreme Court Opinions
Ever Written by Law Clerks?
By CHARLOTTE MOULTON
WASHINGTON (UPI)Do law
clerks ever write Supreme Court
opinions?
An unqualified "no" to this
perennial question is given by a
Washington lawyer, Barrett Prettyman jr., who has had the unusual experience of being clerk to
three justices.
Once in a while a clerk is allowed to try his hand at a first
draft, Prettyman says. But more
often his job is the check authorities, fill in citations, etc., on his
boss’s opinion.
And "in no case is the clerk
solely or even chiefly responsible
for the finished product."
This statement from one who
should know may relieve some of
the less informed Court critics
who suggest that the nine justices

U.S. Agency Sends
Foods to Africans
WASHINGTON (UPI)
The
United States is donating food to
help stave off starvation for about
three million Africans, including
refugees in the Congo and Togo,
according to a survey of African
programs.
A Food for Peace agency official said that among the donations were 4,170,000 pounds of
corn meal, flour and milk for
100,000 persons in Togo, including
about 4000 Ewe tribesmen who
have fled the regime of Kwame
Nkrumah in neighboring Ghana.

go fishing while the law clerks do
the work.
Prettyman was clerk for the
late Justice Robert H. Jackson
and afterwards for Justices Felix
Frankfurter and John M. Harlan.
Footnoting opinions is one of
three general duties falling to
clerks, according to Prettyman.
Another is condensing the gigantic court docket to manageable
proportions and distilling facts
and points of lawbut not sifting
or eliminating cases.
The third and most important is
"to act as a sounding board."
Prettyman says:
"A good clerk will argue, cajole,
deride, imagine new hypotheses,
attack questionable assumptions
all in an effort not to make the
justice change his mind but to
make him think through his decision. These sessions between each
justice and his clerks are sometimes heated, often lengthy and
almost always productive."

Foreign Aid Chief
Watches His Time
wAsiiING-roN
foreign aid chief Fowler Hamilton, an ex-lawyer with a critical
eye for detail, keeps close track
of his own time as well as his
’clients’" money.
During 259’i "ch P rgea b I e
hours" on his first month on the
job, Hamilton found he had:
Participated in 96 conferences,
signed 33 official letters, answered 48.3 congratulatory letters, reviewed 200 files and had
312 telephone conversations at
the rate of $5.20 an hour.

No Censorship--.- Period
All the discussion on censorship in general. and Hems atiii,
"Tropic of Cancer" in particular, leads me to one conclusion:
form of legal censorship is bad.
I have not yet read Mr. Miller’s novel, so I am unable to opine
whether it is obscene, pornographic, filthy, degrading, prurient or
just plain dirty, or whether it is artistic, elevating or worthwhile.
Perhaps it is all, or none, of these. In any case it shouldn’t :natter.
What should matter is that Millet’s book is just that a
book.
It is not an act. It cannot possibly outrage public decency ’what.
ever that is) unless the public is determined to have its decency
out.
raged. In other words if you don’t want to read the book, you dons
have to.
WHAT HARM?
But even if one wants to venture into the realm of the four to
10 letter word, what harm can result? It could be harmful if you
had lived in a vacuum all your life; however, anyone who has expes.
ence with people and events should be strong enough to withstand
adversities a good deal more intense than mere words. The American
philosophy of justice is, in pert, that it is better that 99 guilty men
should be freed, than one innocent man convicted. So should it be
with books: Rather than risk stifling one author’s voice, it is better
to allow all to speak, regardless of how vile a tongue they use.
This is not to say that non-legal censorship should not, or does
not, exist. Thousands of books are censored every year by publishers
who turn them back for lack of literary merit. What may be tripe
to one publishing house, may be terrific to another.
NON-LEGAL CENSORSHIP
Parents, teachers and the clergythrough advice and counsel
exercise censorial rights every day. Book dealers have the right and
duty to censor, through selection, books they hope to sell.
The distinction is that non-legal censors are not backed by law,
and their censoring activity is more in the area of advice anti per.
suasion than command.
The overriding principle is that an idea or a word is only as
dangerous as we make it. If "Tropic of Cancer," "Lady Cbatterly’s
Lover," "Lolita" or any other book defiles us, it is only because our
intellects, morals and ethics were deniable.
If you already stand in a sewer, quite likely you will de dirtied.
The problem is to rise above the sewer and look down at it closely.
Perhaps it is really a virgin spring.

Thrust and Parry
due to the constant jabbering
and critical remarks of students
before and during performances
When will college students learn
to be more polite and considerate?
C. Junto
ASR 6580

Daily Staff
Receives Thanks
Editor:
The Homecoming committee
of ’61 would like to thank the
Spartan Daily staff for all its
help before and during Homecoming week. Without your cooperation, we would not have
had such a success.
Phyllis Smith
Homecoming Secretary

Audiences Annoy,
Keep Coed Away!
!Alit ur
How decent of you to express
your reaction to the impolite
audience which attended the
first production of "Kiss Me
Kate"! I don’t enjoy attending
any kind of production given at
schoolin Morris Dailey auditorium or in the drama building

London Writer Gives
Advice to Smokers
LONDON (UPI) --London columnist Logan Gourley Friday offered advice to those who want
to stop smokinglight up a new
Italian brand that has a red
traffic light on the pack. The
cigarettes are called "stop."

Surfing Cinema
Shown Tomorrow
’Barefott Adventure:’ a filmed candid story of Pacific surfers, will be shown tomorrow
night in Morris Dailey auditoriurn at 8 o’clock, sponsored by
Sparta party, campus political
group.
Tickets, at $1.25, are available in the Student Affairs Business office, TH55.
Photographed by Bruce
Brown, the movie features surfing along the California coast
and in Hawaii An added attrac.
tion is the sound track for the
film by jazz musician Bud Shank
supported by Bob Cooper. Carmell Jones, Dennis 13tididmir,
Gary Peacock and Shelly Manse.

Shote slate
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GAY THEATER
400 South First
PICNIC ON THE GRASS
by Jean Renoir. in Color
Also
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and
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in RussianSub,:’,,
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Rock ’n Roll Truly Journalism Department
Ranks Among the Best
Thing of the Past

Offering one of 46 nationally ac- fessional field seme as an aded along with editorial cartoons credited
programs in editorial- visory board to the department.
and composite photographs.
news training, and one of 23 na- Members are Paul H. Caswell,
"Cheesecake" also bowed on the tionally accredited sequences in publisher,
Salinas Californian!
front page that year and an out- advertising, the Department of Kenneth S.
Conn, executive editor,
spoken column. "The Voice of Journalism & Advertising is
rec- San Jose alercury-News; Joseph
Reaction," raked even department ognized as a leading force in jour- C. Houghteling, publisher,
Sunnyheads over the coals.
vale Standard; Alvin Long. direcnalism education in the west.
Still a 5-column tabloid, the
Only five colleges and univer- tor. Long Advertising Inc.; E. R.
Daily further modernized its type
Lovett, secretary -treasurer, Penin 1940. displaying still bold and sities on the Pacific Coast, includ- insula Newspapers
Inc.; Fred Mcshowy headlines to an enrollment ing San Jose State College, offer Pherson,
publisher, Santa Cruz
approved news-editorial sequences.
of 4076.
Only three colleges and univer- Sentinel; C. W. Reed, Batten, BarTREND REVERSED
ton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.; and
When World War II came, the sities on the Pacific Coast, includ- Everett Runyon.
sales promotion
trend of rising enrollment was ing San Jose State College. offer director, California
Packing Correversed, dropping registration to approved sequences in advertising. poration.
The department also is gaining
2623 in 1942. War bond ads were
prominently displayed in many wide recognition for its programs
editions that were only two pages in public relations, radio-television
news, press photography, and
in volume.
In 1949, the Daily published a teacher-preparation.
Twelve highly trained faculty
short-lived 8-column newspaper,
soon reverting to its tabloid size. members direct the instructional
By 1955, however, the Daily took and activities program which to
its present form as a 7-column date has prepared 670 graduates
for work in the mass communicanewspaper.
tions media. Of the total number
Since its inception, the Daily
of graduates, 193 have specialized
has never missed scheduled publication. In 1946, however, a print- in advertising.
Jobs in all the areas of comPacific
ers’ strike forced the Daily to
Ire Original Study Tour to the
publish a mimeographed sheet munications have attracted J&A
1962 SUMMER -14th Year
CHARLES V. KAPPEN
which contained the barest mini- degree holders from San Jose
State: newspapers, advertising
. . . adviser since ’48 mum of campus news.
SESSION
Before Spartan Daily, the col- agencies, company publications,
Daily
that
year
when it began as
business papers, chambers of comUNIVERSITY CRE1ITS AvAiLABLE
a five-column tabloid newspaper. lege newspaper began as "The merce, radio and television news
Normal Times" in 1909 followed
56 DAYS wy 569 411179
Students were then using the
departments, publicity and public
credits while enjoying
library as a nodal hall at night,
Earn university
relations staff, U.S. Government
Includes steam’
Sileeetf in Hawaii. Price
Coast,
West
to
return
the librarians charged. Have times
Information service, foreign sershy outbound, jet
and
*icor Nall residence on campus,
changed?
vices, magazines, press associadiversification of parties,
greatest
,entertainment,
sren’sightseeing,
nid
FORMER NEWSMAN, LaMar
With small headlines and few
tions, teaching.
cruises, beach events, and cultural
Mackay, associate professor of
pictures, the infant Daily was
A
unique
feature
of
the
departOM plus necessary your services.
and Withal
Air or steamship roundtrip, available
only a year ahead of the college
ment’s training program is that journalism, came to the departat
aartoentoetel residence
whostea tour rates. Optional neighbor
that officially became San Jose
all A.B. candidates are required ment in 1959 from the Wall
island visits and return via Seattle
State College in 1935.
to serve one semester’s internship Street Journal where he served
Viorlfs Fair.
on the job with one of the com- as bureau manager for the JourSTUDY
CONTRIBUTOR’S EDITION
munications media. Frequently the nal’s Philadelphia office.
Soon, in filling its role as a colORIENT TOUR
Internee
is hired by the organizaCOLLEGE
lege
newspaper,
STATE
it
added
FRANCISCO
a
conSAN
I CREDITS UNIV. SUMMER SESSION
tion with which he served his aptributor’s edition each Monday
prenticeship.
that featured articles written by
19 DAYS mali 2298
Chapters of all the national prothe faculty and students.
Owe concept of study tros, abonafoe university program. Also, with us
fessional fraternities are repreyou enjoy and "live in the Orient
Experimenting
in
1937
as
it
Japan,
Hawaii.
not just see it. Includes
sented at SJSC: Sigma Delta Chi,
would be doing later, the Daily
Formosa, Philippines, and Hong Kong.
editorial society for men: Theta
Price is all inclusive, with services
modernized its type and crusaded
Wore all first class throughout. EveSigma Phi, editorial fraternity for
ning events are just as Important as
with its policy.
daytime sightseeing. We challenge
women; Alpha Delta Sigma, adcomparisons. Ask tor our 16page broSports
was
then
a
big
topic
as
vertising fraternity, men; Gamma
chure for valuable Orient InfOrmation.
it
is
now
and
its
section
emerged
Apply:
Alpha Chi, advertising fraternity,
in
1938
with
its
own
nameplate
Mrs. Robert McCroskey
women; Kappa Alpha Mu, photoMRS. IRENE EPSTEIN
and
"ears.’
E. Reed, San Jose
journalism fraternity for men and
. . . Daily’s co -adviser
The livelihood of today’s newsHSM Delta Gamma
wornen; Kappa Tau Alpha,,
papers- advertising-also appear -1 by the "College Times" and "San scholastic journalism fraternity
CY 2.7303
for men and women. A colony on
1Jose State College Times."
The latter’s adviser, Dr. Carl the Spartan campus two years
’ Holliday, professor of English, ago started a national fraternity
was succeeded in 1934 by Dr. I for public relations collegiansDwight Bentel, who also was] Pi Alpha Nu,
The department belongs to nine
named department head.
Other advisers, in addition to professional organizations: the
Dr. Bentel, were Dr. William American Association of Schools ALUMNI DIRECTOR Kenneth
SHIRTS --Washed and Pressed
23c
and Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon, and Departments of Journalism. J. Reed is instructor of publicity,
asociate professar of journal- American Society of Journalism Journalism 130, the only pubPANTSWashed and Pressed
40c
School Administrators. California licity course offered at San Jose
II.
In 1948, Charles V. Kappen be- Newspaper Publishers Association, State College. Roed is an SJS
2000 Discount to Students on
Ii leer of the Daily. He was Central Coast unit of California graduate and holds his master’s
Dry Cleaning
lomed by Mrs. Irene Epstein who Newspaper Publishers Association. from UCLA.
California Press Association, Cali came to SJS in 1957.
SKIRTS, PANTS, SWEATERSDRY CLEANED, ONLY 1 5c
Advertising
Newspaper
Advertising adviser is Leon fornia
(Some price as Coin -Op)
TV et RADIO REPAIRS
Quera, associate professor of ad- Managers Association. California
vertising, who succeeded Dr. Carl Intercollegiate Press Association,
Used Sets For Sale
Assoriated Business Publications.
Hoffmann in 1960.
and National Council of College
PAYLESS TV
12th and Santa Clara
Publications Advisers.
CY 5-8 76 3
716 N Ph
CY 5-5520
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PUBLICATIONS
MANAGER
Lowell C. Pratt, in 1947 sold
his newspaper at Selma, Calif.,
and joined the SJS Department
of Journalism to teach news.
writing classes. He also was assigned part-time publications
duties. Later, he left the department to assume full-time position as publications manager of
the college,
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Mort Sahl
Due Tonight
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DOWNTOWN, 74 So. First
Op.-, Mon. & TI’ .r.. TI
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Crec4 3.-11
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0,
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Cortina...
the -wearwith -all flat
with the

Black or

easy-malking
sole
The shoe:

American edition of the low -cropped Italian
boot in color as soft as the leather feels. The
custom
look of hand -lacing
around the collar gives the perfect
finishing touch.

TWINYUE
HEATER I
ck Avenue
LADE

find

The ei ofIle,fly I if nal Sahl cinocs
to San Jose, when the sweaterclad satirist appears at the San
Jose Civic auditorium tonight at’
8:30.
Tickets for the show are on sale
at the Wendell Watkins management at Sherman Clay. They may
be ordered by calling CY 3-6252.
Certain to be included in the
comedian’s topics of discussion are
the presidency, politics, atomic
weapons, television, newspapers
and the beat generation.
This is Sahl’s second tour, in
which he has appeared in one
night stands in San Jose. His appearance will be a full-length
production.

Journalism Staff

DOWNSTAIRS

RUN
W14444400

Children .

the young point of view in shoes
lot of Life St ride lista and Herbs at HEROLDS

Boasts 146 Years
Field Experience
San Jose State has one of the
most experienced faculties, for the
size of its staff of any other school
or department of journalism in the
country, Dr. Bentel, head of the
department of journalism and advertising said.
He referred to a recent survey
which showed the combined years
of experience of the 11 SJS facfir
ulty meridiem: 87 teaching years
In 19 different schmils and 146
years as practitioners
"The faculty represents almost
0 every field of publication," said
s Pr. Bentel, who added, "That’s
one reason for the department’s

68 E. San Fernando

StICCOSS."

Open 9 to 6

for the discriminating young modern
with more taste than money.
There is no need to compromise your own
very good taste with a lack of budget
money. This is especially true when it comes
to your clothing.
The celebrated Koret of California brings
you the very smartest in fashion wear at
reasonable prices. Featured below:
(a) Blouse by Ship n’ Shore, various colors
and patterns, complete range of sizes.
$3.95.
(b) Smartly styled, Botany wool slack, fully
lined, assorted patterns and colors. $13.95.
(c) This smart suit is perfect for any occasion.
Featured in the new color banana, it is
designed with three-quarter sleeves, and
a channel jacket.
Skirt,

$8.98

Jacket,

$14.95

eartara
206 South

First Street

San Jose
Charge Accounts Invited
Lay..4way Plan

1.25

,Specializing in All Haircuts
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
16,000 draftees to be inducted
during December will be released
Dec. 22 to return home for the
holidays. The Army said the recruits will be under orders to return on Jan 2.
All of the draftees will be ordered to report by Dec. 15, and
an attempt will be made to complete inductions by Dec. 22, the
Army said. Where induction is
not completed, the draftee will
be allowed to complete this procedure in January.

HOWARD TOURS

and counsel, the right and
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PiKA Wins Title

NC AA Contenders

Poloists Meet Bears
In Tournament Opener
t

San Jose State’s varsity water
poloists thaw the untiefeated University of California Bears as
their first round opponent tonight at 6 p.m. in the Northern
California Water Polo Championships at Treasure Island.
California, easily the clams of
the totirstansrlit :slressdy his.. Two

sictories its .-r the Spartan.. Mi.
season, 11-5 at SJS and 13-14 it
Berkeley.

Other first round games toTout Shop St Distinction night, all ot which follow the SJ.-:
and Personal Service
Cal contest, are University 01
165 W San Fernando St.
Pacific -Foothill college. Olympic
Sae Jose. Calitorni
.
Club A team -Olympic Club It
team and Stanford-Athens Club.
WE SPECIALIZE IN
Semi-final games will take
place ’Mumma% night at 6 and
,LL SWISS sum AMERICAN
7 p.m. with the championship
^
tilt getting under ssa at 10 p.m.
WATCHES
CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY
A consolation final sstll tat.’
plat., at 9 pin.

REPAIRING

Prottable starters: for t
Spartans 55111 be Jim Mousers.
lirrb Matter and Bob Wegniati
at lora a rd’. SteN r Skold, Jim
Baugh and ’,aro Armstrong at
guards and John Henry at t hr
goalie positions.

SLUI/S. S

Others likely to see action are ,
Austin Wiswell, Herm Radloff
and Bob Lee. Baugh will be play-

Shop

JEWELERS

SANTA CLARA ST.
SAN JOSE

BETWEEN SAYSHORF OVERPASS AND
NEW SAFEWAY WW1 MARKET

ing

in

j Dave Corbet, a season long starter
for the Spartans. will be unable to
play due to a broken finger.

Part-time Work
For College Men ...

Service and Sales of New
Products by Appointment.

COME TO
CAMPUS

SNACK BAR
TRY OUR NEW

TAKE-AWAY SUNDAE 12c
OPEN WEEK DAYS 6:30 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
SATURDAY FROM 8 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
SNO-MAN OPEN 10 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. DAILY

Basic to all your precious American freedoms i.tlu
Constitution. Your newspaper keeps

of information in order

anti exercise

all the rights and

id a free citizen in a free nation.

Wendy Glen congratulates the Department of

The Army gets the Los Angeles Lakers’ all NBA star, Elgin Baylor. And if Seymour has his
,iy a few new faces will be looking out from St.
Louis Hawks uniforms--and soon.

Junior colleges in the association
are San Francisco, San Mateo, Modesto. Napa, Monterey Peninsula.
-Hnia Rosa and Valley.

Journalism and Advertising for imbuing in it
the .American ideal of the
Tialay we look bads upon the

free pre,.

last twentyfive

During the 1961-62 college year
Ill-’A will hold thre multiple
..els in addition to the one Dee.
They will he held March 3, 31
d May 5.

mark the anniversary of the department.

Today we look ahead- forward to another
:1ears

If the Army and Paul Seymour -and
some of the other coachesget their way the program sellers around the National Basketball Association arenas will be doing a land office business
to fans attempting to figure out who’s standing
out on the court.

With Jerry West’s 33 points added in. the Lakers
had little trouble taking their 11th win in 13 games
and moving three games ahead in the NBA’s Western Division Walt Bellamy led the Packers with
The Hawks, last year’s NBA Western Division
champs, have won only five and lost nine and
Seymour said he’ll trade anyone on the team, including Bob Petit, Cliff Hagan and Clyde Lovellete.
The Packers have indicated some interest in the
Hawk players and with Baylor departing next week
the Lakers would like to add someone.
Bailey Howell’s 30 points helped the Detroit
Pistons slap the Hawks with their third loss in a
row, 127-122, Wednesday night. Immediately Seymour reiterated his plans to ttade any one "of my
best players" to get St. Louis rollingand indicated he’d like Howell if a deal could be worked.

of preserving our basic freedom

1111ell( Ift
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MISS OTT’S

Coilkes

Air Censlitleeed

CY5-8333

h.?

Mealy

et Free Perla.,

Mir

KING-SIZE
RANCHBURGER

CAREER
5nd,

tch.....

FLY

HAWAII

II th11.11

TAX INGIITTWO

Leave: Dec. 16th or l’oh
Hoorn: Dee. 27t1s or 30th
First Conte, First Serve

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Call

lift 9

WHOLESALE DISTR IBUTOP-,
CV 11-1212
1425 W. Son Carlos

I 0TH & TOLLS’ ROAD

4th and St. James

ELECTRONIC PARTS
Htsfl EQUIPMENT

.711

50’
FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS Al

7’ico:4 7aco41

FULL ROUND TRIP

E7’

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

’Oil, I II .1

READY TO TANGLEGeorge Ingalls (I. to r.) and Joanne Katanic, members of the Women’s Recreation assn., fencing club,
raise swords in preparation for a sparring match. The pair is
practicing for Intercollegiate -Inter-scholastic Fencing assn. meet
Dec. 9,

CY 47346

.

punt em.

A
Complete
Meal in Itself
for Only

$14420

?hued Pah.

W
11
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6 4
4 7
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ItOt’lat (MINIS
NEW YORE (UPI
show how good a punter has
to survive in the totieh
Football League,
of the New York
40.5 yards In 1960 Ii II
him was 11th plaPe

1640 W. SAN CARLOS

ONLY

Thurs.

The tie gave PiKA a record of
14-2-1 in the final standings, with
Theta Xi winding up at 7-2-2.
Third place went to DU, which
had a 7-3-1 mark.
The loss of the title was a bitter
one for the Theta Xi players who
saw the championship slip away
from them on two tonsecutive
scoreless ties. ATO battled them I.
a stalemate Thursday, while PIE
was dumping DU 14-0.
The PiKA-Theta Xi showdov.,
battle was a replay of an earl,.
contest. Theta Xi wen the
match, but a PiKA protest
upheld.
Mary
Ann’s, Independent
league winner, became indepen,1
ent champion by blanking the II
league champion. Cal -Hawaiians
13-0, Wednesday.
In other f ra rn it y leatme act ion

FINAL FRATERNITY
TEAM
PIKA
THETA Xi
DU
THETA CHI
SIGMA CHI
SIG EPS
ATO
DSP
SAE
PHI SIGS
LAMBDA CHI
SIGMA NO

Permanent Waves ... from $7.50

s I udents part icipat ing in the
program are supplied with foils.
masks and gloves by the Physical
Education department for use in
the club activity. Students are
ieked to provide lockers, fencing
jackets and
gym
shorts
and
Houses for women and fencing
trolisers for men.

Mil’s’ \I

Opoo Moo. 6

PiKA met the independent champion, Mary Ann’s Maulers, for the
all -college championship Sunday
afternoon in Spartan stadium.

league. standings:

45e

Next semester members of the
’
club plan to have a master
ncing lesson. At the lesson, the
Ali presents a "miestro" in fen- -

freedom of the press,

Theta Xi, knowing a victory
would give them the title, nearly
pulled the game out of the fire
late in the game when its passing
attack began to click. But PiKA
stopped the drive with four plays
left in the game and hung on for
the tie.

sTihgFuli;s:npsdaaYl’2.6.
Sigma chisrilAeNfepait:ssay
22 in it thriller.
Fraternity intrain 513

MISS OTT S new hair styles are to
elegant . . . so fashionsble . . . so
suitable to your particular person /114y.
Haircuts, permanent waves.
shampoos and sets are all part of
MISS OTT S personal service.

The IIFA is an association of
five colleges and seven junior colleges. Colleges in the association
are Cal Poly, Humboldt state, San
Francisco state, the University of
California and SJS.

that you may sisely and fully meet all the

f

rmy, Seymour May Confuse
NBA Lineups; Baylor Gone

Members of the Fencing club
will attend an Intercollegiate-Interscholastic Fencing association
multiple meet at the gymnasium 0!
San Francisco city college Dec. 9.

freedom of the press, guaranteed to you Its the
your channels

Not pictured is Charlie Clark. The squad,
coached by Dean Miller, will compete in the
NCAA cross country championships at East
Lansing, Mich.

When first arriving here. Prof.
Lengyel taught fencing at SJS. He
then went to France where he
owned art and received his doerite. He is now an instructor in
hat field here.

Kitty Corner from Men’s Gym at 4th and San Carlos

twelmfik

TUNING UP for the NCAA championship finals
is the San Jose State cross country team. Front
row (I. to r.) Jose Azevedo, Horace Whitehead,
Tom Tuite, Danny Murphy; rear row, Jeff Fishback, Ron Davis, Alan Anetsky and Ben Tucker.

Prof. Lengyel, who was champion of the Royal Hungarian Military academy in 1944 in saber, an
advanced form of fencing, was a
Hungarian freedom fighter before
coming to the United States in
1955.

CHILI (25a) or CHILI BURGER (40c)

years. and

..itailtasiesseat

"On guard!" This utterance, fa- tog who gis no a demonstration to
miliar to fencing enthusiasts at members and students interested.
San Jose State, is a common sound The event is usually culminated
}with fencing practice in the afterTuesday nights at 7 when members
noon.
of the Women’s Recreation associaLast year the club presented
tion fencing club meet in WG22.
Etich Funke-d’ Egnuff, fencing
The program, open to women master at San Francisco state for
and men, experienced and begin- its lesson,
ners in fencing, is supervised by
Alfonz Lengyel, assistant professor
of art.

SNO-MAN

and pris

tattle.

SJS Students Prepare
For SF Fencing Meet

Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview.

responsibilitie-

PiNA captured the Fraternity Intramural league championship Friday by battling Theta Xi to a
seoreless tie in their showdown

Baylor. Army bound Nov. 26, received a stand ovation from a Los Angeles crowd of 6 867 fang
hen he left the court last Wednesday night after
..mporarily finishing his home career by leading
.’te Lakers to a 133-118 win over the Chicago
ickers.
His 36 points and 16 rebounds led both teams.

FULL TIME PAY

forever open

ity FRED RAGLAND

Coach Lee Walton’s Sparta::
on the othcr hand. may be a
fatigued. They returned by phi,
yesterday from the Los Angeles
area, where they competed in the
state college water polo tournament at Long Beach state college
on Friday and Saturday.

MORIN’S
TAILORS

1617 F

PiKA, Theta Xi Battle
To Scoreless Tie

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENGINEERS
MACHINERY, CHEMICALS,
DEFENSE OPERATIONS,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Senior and graduate students in chemical, mechanical,
or electrical engineering will want to talk over career
opportunities at FMC Corporation. Appointments should
be made today with the college placement office for individual interviews with company representatives who will be en
campus November 21, 1961.
FMC Corporation’s dynamic growth and diversificationof
offers challenging and rewarding careers in a wide range
engineering specialties. The important first step is to make
arrangements now for a FMC career facts interview.
fo,poration
*Formerly. Food Machinery and Chemical

Now

Sceteurs ifitcrnationai
493 E. Santa
San Jose

CORPORATION
Poling Ideas to Work ,n Polach,nery, Cherrucei

Defense
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Harriers Win
North Cal Title
I II 1.4%1NE
eighth
Coming through with its
consecutive win, the urulefeuted
cross country Learn
San JIRO’ Stale
Stanford, and the
defeated
to take
Santa Clam Youth Village
the Northern California Championship crown last week at Spartan
statiiUni.

Two S.IS records fell as the
Spartan harriers bounced all
ea...twitters. The Spartans garpared to
nered 211 points or
Stanford’s 76, Youth Village’s
79, and (’al’s. MO. 11.0w heart. 5511114
in crows eountry.

Dom Youth Village with a 19:37
clocking. O’Riodan stated that he
was In top physical shape for tho
race and had [ruined for It Wuxi
His fastest four mile race wns 01
Idaho in a 19:19 clocking.
Following Oltiodan, Fishback.
Clark, cud Murphy were Spartans Horace ’Whitehead, 20:35,
(Cars John Hatton, 20:314), Ron
Davis, 20:39, and Ben Tucker
20:47. Jose Ares...do placed 12th
In 20.511 and Ton. Tulle garnered
16th place-.

In the lightning cross country
race, the Spurt:iris placed five of
Both S,IS’ Jeff Fishback and its tuuriers out of the first seven
Charlie Clark broke (’al’s Alan to finish.
Gaylord’s course record of 20:17 on
An elliillthiantie crowd (if over
200 people watched the race and
the Spartan 4.3 mile speedway.
cheered the long distant.e men
Fishback, who finished second
on. Ble.e% and ears rated to the
choking,
and
19:47.9
a
with
bridge, half -way point of the race,
Chadic Clark, who finished third
to see the lead change three
with a 10:03.9 time, were well
times as Fishback and O’Rloalan
under Gaylord’s record. FreshJockeyed for position.
man Danny 1urplv set a new
All of the SJS white and gold
Trash Wilma record svith his
clad harriers voiced their opinion
fourth place time of 20:27.
than this was one of the best laces
Irak idual winner of the race they have ever run. The team.
was Irish champion Toni O’Riodan which breaks from a football type
- huddle with a cheer before ever)
SP :DENT DISCOUNTS race, is looking forward to theii
chances at the NCAA title at E:kst
For Repairing
Lansing, Mich., Monday, Nov. r
Your Ailing Sports Cars
Pat Travis, homecoming queen
presented the top three men With
Sintea
TR-3
MG.
awards and then gave out the
Porsche
Volt o 1 W
team trophies as the crowd milled
aiound shaking their heads in wonat
der over the lightning Spartans.
!loth Dean Miller, X-countr)
goreign ear
..riach, and Bud Winter, track menCenter
tor, were pleased with the race ret:Y 3.0601
39 Park Si,
CORONA UNDERWOOD ROYAL REMINGTON

3333

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
S18.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

8

:alarm
1161111111117111,11MIZIIr

Est 1900

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

CYpress 3-6383

SAVE 25% ON DRY CLEANING!
HERE’S HOW . . .
We are a wholesale cleaners, doing quality work. It costs us
400, to the driver for delivery or 40% to the dealers for
handling.
If you will bring your cleaning to our plant and pay in ad.
vonce, we will reduce your cost by 25%. See us today!
HALE GARMENTS (Skirts, Pants, Sweaters, tc.)
FULL LENGTH GARMENTS (Suits, Dresses, Coats)

Normal
.70
1.40

Discount
.53
1.01

PORTOLA CLEANERS
"40 Years Same Location"
S. W. Corner Virginia & State Sts.

CY 2-6535
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career

Bulldogs Clinch Win
With 22 in 2nd Half

8th Straight X -Country Victory
For Michigan -Bound Spartans

DIII $7 50

7.

Is Ben Hur OK?

72

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS

114.
"I LIKE THIS," says Angie, wife of SJS gridiron guard Bob Bass,
as the couple decides what music to listen to. Angie, full-blooded
Italian, "never fixes Italian food." When spaghetti is cooked at
the Bass apartment, it’s through the efforts of Bob. Angie reports
Bob is a "perfectionist in the kitchen." His spaghetti "never tastes
the same twice."

Pizza, Lasagne

uricider Perfectionist
In Kitchen Says Wife
stICKEV MINTON
Editors Note: This is Oho final of
a nine part series describing the lives ,
and roles of SJS gridders’ wires.
What a break for a football’
player to be married to a pretty,
lian young lady!
Imagine all the pizza, lasagne,
spaghetti and ravioli he. could
eat.
Well . . . no. Not this Italian
Iier name is Angela and
!)i.’s married to SJS gridder Bob

’

Fresno kicked off and Lan,
Doss brought the ball right
back 67 yards behind grc.o.
, blocking for a quick TH, s..is
couldn’t convert, however, :mot
the Bulldogs held a 2?-11 man;

p

rview.
.af Cot potation

SPARTY SAYS:

o

YOUR BEST BARGAIN LUNCH IS
A SARTAN

BURGER ANC A

RICH CREi,MY MILK SHAY,’

ONLY 48c

"Co

Spartan luncif
215 South 4th Street
Across from Science Building
ALWAYS A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE

Check your opinions againstrM’s Campus Opinion Poll 12

Frosh Loses
Cal Encounter
In Grid Finale

-:he "never fixes Italian food.’
wcasionaly the Basses eat spa ti "when Bob cooks it."
If rnder ori by injuries, plagued
’Hie hazel-eyed brunette exined that Bob "likes to fool by fumbles, and overpowered by ;
,.iund in the kitchen." Describing the University of Californiai
spaghetti sauce he cooks, she strength, the San Jose fresh bowed
it "each time it tastes different. to the Bear Cubs 40-6 last week
11.’s such a perfectionist, he keeps at Spartan stadium in its grid finaLs.
experimenting."
On the second play of the game ,
Angie met Bob In San Reroadino where tiwy were in high Cub Tom Blanchfield interceptetl
sehool. A mutual friend intro- an S.’S Mike Burke aerial and
duced Rob and Angie Centofanti sped 55 yards for the score. Blanch field converted and the Cal fr
and Bob took It from there.
The 5-6 southpaw termed Bob’s was never behind after that sc.,
Overpowering running by L.,
personality "not quiet." "He’s
always been a lot of fun, in fact, Blanchfield and Tyrone Price
the pin-point passing of Craig Morthat first brought us together."
She continued that "Bob is well ton. former Campbell high school
mannered. You don’t find too star, sparked the frosh’s offense.
San Jose hit the scoreboard in
many laws like that anymore."
Currently the Bass couple has nine plays going for 73 yards, clino childern. Angie would like to maxed by a 1 -yard plunge by Herb
Engle.
have "about four."
When Angie isn’t in the role of , Blanchfield was responsible for
housewife, she works full time at, 21 points as he scored three times
SJS in the administration building. and kicked three PAT’s. Morton
13ob, standing 5-11 and weighing , had one 25-yard pass for a score
has played football "since he to Joe Rapisarda.
The Spartababes ground out the
in the second or third grade,"
yardage, gaining over 300 yards,
A igie said.
As far an. Angie is concerned but could not hit pay dirt. Siti had
football is "an ~Bing game." , 18 first downs in the first quarter
Since Bob Is a junior this year, compared to Cal’s ft

_..10 Are there too few or too many
intellectuals in high government posts?

0 What gives you the
most smoking pleasure
in a filter cigarette?

-- Quality tobacco
’ Quality filter

cuts ()I. beet?

Boil

Expect’more, get more from L&M
isit Our

Rah! R.Q11!

Now that our winning season is over.
let’s paint the town red with point from

IMMIX
Iran.’

Early in the last quart. ,
legos fumbled on Fresno’s
(lie Bulldogs scored their
toouchdown three plays lat..
Masich split the uprights an.:
rose trailed, 20-’21.

Fresno made it 36-21 five n:
he will play ball another year.
Angie is "definitely looking for- tiles later when fullback Bt...
. Seifert rammed in horn the on.
ward to this."
Explaining the routine of footGallegos teamed up with 1..
ball players eating together for "a ahue to finish rut the scorirt
well-balanced meal." during the
season. Angie decided "It saves
money, but I would much rather
him home."

over
ments should
so for indivic1
On
ho will he

diversification
wide tango of
is to make

NCAA Board
Looks Barren

The liati%aillat :Sit ’AA
o 4t1 yard p:iss play %vitt) only .
t’tall haled 1 rm. page I
Championship Nomt in the
lover lilt goam 1001 the I %%41. Pa., ’2 in remainin,4.
.1115e State Gym is very bare. Only
The Spartans dominated the I
Pena kicked the extra point fen :o
Tout’ entries ha i.e (seen made on the
:Us!
half,
but
itililrios;s
the
alert
7-0 lead.
toward since 1948.
tallier! 22 points after intermission
This yealli cross country is out
fiallegow fumbled in the IN, - ti ’.s_ in it
I,, make the fifth entry on the
and period oon the 16 and Fresno
fialietoe,
the nation’s leading
, learn championship tosird ’rhe
scored Iii six plays, conserted
four entriefi also the golf to ant in
passer, had a rough evening. He
fur two points and led. II-7.
1948 :at the loosing teams in
coompleteni 10 of 22 passes for
14701 ant) VC()
were
156
yards.
but
..4.’teral
Spoil an tackle Walt Firstbrook
dropped it. key situations, partly
weewiewwweeereabie,wen-.-^.
,,.covered a Fresno fumble on the due to Ilse frigid air ss hit t.
FRESH DONUTS
r’SC 40 ten minutes later, and plagued both teams.
Phil Clifton scored it touchdown
Varieties
Over
114
Jothnsoon was the Spartans. ie....
BEST DONUTS IN TOWN
shortly thereafter, Gallegos :mil
Mg rusher with 67 yaids in I.
(idinghant Oa Arrofts
!Johnson exhibited marvelous fak- caries, despite a painful hip it,
CT S-16611
17 S. Pint
ery in making good on a two AnkaMPOOVIRP0011.101.11.....01.4., 0.116,
point conversion try, Gallegos t
Vane
ked a hand-off to Johnson tot.
"ATTENTION"
rtuve over the line while Chon II’
cd a pass to Oscar Donahue V.
go-ahead 15-8 score.
itcyalung hy QUaii ;:c1 Mechanics
Cumpletely Equipped Shop
Fresno State scored again .1::
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed Work Plus Real Savings
before the lad! ended with a J.
Part, Avadable SJ,dr1,I Evn,ngt
Amax) pass to end Jay Burke!
OPEN 7 A.M. to 7 P M.Incl. Saturdays
A conversion try failed, and S.,
,Jose held a 15-14 halftime lead.
HOFFEE’S GARAGE
EY 3-2961
After Bob Bonds fumbled a pl If
0.ne, Marvin Hoff*.
mitt-way in the third quarter. IS,
nil Chestnut St., I ilk. W.
g& Fe.way, San Jose
^,er Bet.
scored in just two plays and a
!tied a twoo-point
dwersion rot
I 22-15 lead.

Angelo serves
only the best

4t\

%MANTA!! DAIII.1-4
...1 all 1’161

VALLEY FAIR
’ -WPING CENTER
CH 8 4171

DOWNTOWN
112 So. Sncond St
CY 2.1447

Lariat Room
AND THAT
AIN’T NO
BULL!

Tonight!

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

24 -HR.
FREE PARKINGREAR

OLD Y.M.C.A

There’s actually more
richflavor leaf in L&M
than even in some un
filtered cigarettes. You
get more body in the
blend, more flavor in the
smoke, more taste
through the filter. So get
Lots More from filter
smoking with L&M .
thecigarettethat smokes
heartier as it draws freely
through the pure white
modern filter.

1

HERE’S HOW 1029 STUDENTS
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
tog 10 awe ta aryl ur a6811
utO9
1)1111 opirnO
ODAtC)01 Arlen()

1

IN
saA 60_
. hum cal Ank
Ca) 001 111.

Get with the Grand Prix . . enter joday, eivier mciii4antly!
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November 20. 1961
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Photo- tournal ism facilities, equipment, and instruction at San Jose
State College have been described
as second to none. Country-wide.
-journalism instruction is relphoto
atively a newcomer to campuses,
but hardly so at SJS.
The SJS journalism department
offered its first photo course in
1938 and now features three such
courses. A fourth course has been
approved for next year.
The photo-journalism offerings
are "Fundamentals of Photo-Journalism," "Publications Staff Photography," and "Pictorial Communication." The fourth will be "Advanced Photo-Journalism," pictorial reporting of public affairs.
The department’s new photojournalism facilities occupy approximately 1700 square feet on
the ground floor of the Journalism

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING

1

For Quick Depcndable
Service Come to

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santo Clara

JOB OPENINGS
MEN
1. mei Work
l: ’.e
Weekly
M.n, nom Age 18
Public Relations Work
Sales Positions Open Also
Work Evening Ha. 5304030 p.m.
Company Benefits if Cutsled
Transportation Furs. When Req.
No Experience Necessary
Full Time Work Available During
Vacation Periods

APPLY 586 No. let
Suite 253, Monday evenings
at 5:30 P.M.
OR CALL CV 7-8818

SHiRTS
SKIRTS
SWEATERS
PANTS

\I

1

:

Who recognizes that greeting?
An SJS instructor. former Spartan Daily editor, sports writer, author. publicist editor, fraternity adviser and housewife. .
In other words, Mrs. Dolores
Spurgeon, associate professor of
,utnalism and education.

ia name Jul
’I miven t lila
it long time," Mrs. Spurgeon said,
remembering the day a student of
I.a Torre yearbook staff tagged
her with the label. The student
asociated her name with Spurgeon
Chandler, New York Yankee pitcher not related to Mrs. Spurgeon
who was nicknamed -spud."

’ SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

59c
& up

South First St. at Son Antonio

CYpress

4-9404

FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCT :ON
TELEVISION BANOUET ROOMS
COFFEE SHOP
FOUNTAIN

HOTEL
MONTGOMERY Jose,
Son

California

HONG KONG SHOPPING
IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

DRESSES
_ONG-C.:OAT
SUITS

Iltett;:$ cuit4
Hand tailored in Hong Kong.
Hundreds of fabrics to choose
from: British Woolens and Italian
Silks, etc.
55750 to595

E109
& up

lerdie4" Citine-oe Are44
Made from Silk Brocades
Sizes 8 to 16

WE HAVE COMPLETE
LAUNDRY SERVICE

CLEANERS

168 E. Taylor
at 4th St.
CV 7-7169

.a

COMFORT
CONVENIENC1
FRIENDLY SERVIC1
MODERATE RATES

DRIVE -1N GARAGE
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph C. Caldwell, Manager

PERSONALIZED

San Jose

’

Former Daily Editor Returns
To Instruct Student Scribes
Spui I

ALTERATIONS
MENDING
P.EWEAVING
TAILORING

let Schools Teach
About Anti-Democracy’

Journalism ,
Photo Dept
One of Best

IN THE DARK/ SJS photo
journalism students are provided
the latest in equipment and faci!ities. These students are busy
at some of the Journalism & Adve-tising department’s 18 enlargers. The enlargers, located
in a spacious 18 by 25 foot
da-kroom range in film size
from 35m-ri to 4 by 5 inches.
A central refrigeration unit permits temperature-control of photographic solutions in each of
four large sinks for print develoning.

’1495

& up
Alterations Done on Premises. Also Made to Order
Your Material or Ours.
Silk Brocades Yardage
UNUSUAL GIFTS FROM ORIENT

HONG KONG CO.
115 SO. FIRST ST.

CI 7-8162

,l01,G.I a

6 -107 3651/4*

mail loll
Thal silt the I, Ii
Mrs. Spurgeon has with the sports
field.

She is a sister of Bob Freitas,
western representative for the professional baseball minor leagues,
and of Dick Freitas, former lefthanded pitcher for the Seattle and
San Francisco dubs.

J. B. WOODSON jr.
. . . Nationally Known

o wing. They include six film processing rooms, a studio-demonstration mom, a large printing room,
and print finishing mom. All sinks
are temperature-controlled.
Camera equipment includes
and 4x5. with vvid,
35mm,
mgle and telephoto auxiliary len,
The department’s photo-lemma’
ism equipment is valued at
than 825.000.
J. B. Woodson in, associate Pro.
essor of journalism, is in charge’
of photo-journalism instruction.’
Nationally known in his teaching
area, Mr. Woodson formerly w.,
on the staff of the University
Illinois and the Du Pont pubis
relations department.
I Photo students under Mr. Wood son’s direction provide pictorial
coverage each semester for the
Lyke magazine,
Daily,
Spartan
.t
n
i
m
MRS. DOLORES
SPURGEON
. . Once Daily Editor La Torre.
-I’m the only person who sat in
stadium and watched i m
brother Bob pitch two no-hit n..- ClaSS
run games within is week for S
Francisco without knowing
thing unusual was happening. Jumor-Senior Ba ll
That’s when I began to learn At 1,4
about baseball." Mrs: Spuri2,,,
eeting Today
said.
She also has handled publicity 1 The junior-senior bail will
for SJS. including the college’s I the main item of discussion at ti,
athletic events.
day’s meeting of the junior
As an SJS graduate, Mrs. SpurIin CHI60 at 3:30 p.m., accordm
geon is the only student ever to Al Malyon, class president..
elected Spartan Daily editor twice.
April 7 was the date set for the
Her husband, John, also was a
ball at last week’s meeting. Sue
Daily editor 119391.
Bertotti has been named chairman
Besides these activities, Mrs.
and Lee Cox,
Spurgeon has been adviser to all for the annual event
nf the department’s student pub- selected public relations chairman.
Malyon urged all representatives
lications, and is adviser of Theta
Sigma Phi, national fraternity for of living centers to attend t.he
meeting.
women In journalism.
It was also announced last %%4,1.
She also is regional editor for
"Student & Puhlisher Magazine," Shirley Turner has been selemisl
and editor of "Teacher’s Pet," a community service rept, ,ent;111%,
bulletin for journalism instructors. I from the junior class.

Will Discuss

the

A i.our,e in commum sin pe r Se
should not be taught in high
school, but we do have an obligation to teach the varied anti -democratic ideologies including Marxism. fascism, and totalitarianism,
as well as communism."

PROPOSAL
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GOLF RATES
75c
SATURDAY, SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
2.00
1 50
75

FROM II A.M. tot P.M.
I P.M. to 2 P.M...
AFTER 2 P.M. ...

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD

STORY ROAD

NEAR

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week
Ummm, it’s

JIM MONSEES
This week FOREMOST’S featured
athlete is San Jose State’s Jim Mon.
sees, Spartan water poloist and 1960
Olympic trial contestant. Jim, a junior at SJS, is the Water Polo squad’s
scoring leader this season with a total
score of 21 goals in 58 attempts.
Good luck to you and the team, Jim,
when you meet Fresno State in the
State College Water Polo Tournament starting this Friday.

Delicious ...
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

Muds

Promise of a sparkling future
from the most honored name in diamonds
. . HUDSON’S. ’You can be sure of you
diamond’s worth with our unique Perrneiiiii,
Value Plan which guarantees the
of the diamonds you select. Chr
from

our
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most

elegant

a
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soon.

fe) EVENING STAR SET
Engagement Ring $OS
SIN
Bride’s Circlet

tires

Cobb

record.

t Come to us for all your bak
needs. Wedding cakes, party pas.
fries, birthday cakes and pies.

To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

TIRES
Used

1,a Torre. 5.15 yearlutak. tia
iwarded first class honor rating
in the 41st national yearbook
1 critical service of the Associated
Collegiate Press at University of
Minnesota School of Journalism
in October of this year.

SPECIAL
FALL and WINTER

DUNLOP
most

earn.

La Torre ’First Class’

FAVORED

According to Dr. Richard Chase.
chief of the state division of instruction, public mail has been
heavily in favor of the proposal
to teach students about communism.
If a program to teach communism goes through, there will
probably be some opposition from
some of the major pressure grout),
such as the American Legion, ac
cording to Louis Rubin, consultant
to Ventura county schools.
Opposing groups might feel that
high school students are too in-mature to be introduced to antidemocratic ideologies and might
turn against democracy, when
taught these different doctrines,
Dr. Sutherland said.
He called this A naive point of

ON ALL TIRES WITH ASB CARD

Dunlop.

’IOU cannot

bat anything by ignoring
LIBERAL OPPOSITION,
Dr. Sutherland added that oppo.
sition also might come from liberals who question whether teach.
en’s could present an objective view
suchnot
sub jects.
to
of Tquestion
the ability of teachers, he pointed out,
hut community pressure might deprive them of using certain tools
such as Communist literature,
thereby making almost impossible
the task of teaching objectively.
Such liberals would feel that
if community presswuinrodeuoicovi,t.le.tivernea,:ipneon
plied, the mpruongirs’atime

This opinion was expressed recently by Dr. Jack Sutherland, associate professor of education, or
the proposal made by the state
department of education that California high school students be
taught about the nature of communism. Dr. William Sweeney,
dean of the division of education,
concurred in his opinion.
The complex problems concerning this idea are being studied by
education, Dr. Slither n
is 13-member advisory committee, raatthie-remthan
recently appointed by Dr. Roy land added.
Simpson, state superintendent el
instruction

STUDENT DISCOUNT

The
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Spartaguide

TODAY
Senior class, speaker: Jack loin.
for man, education chairman of TAse,
ling the calltpU.s Friday
"Aims and Objectives of TASC,"
purvise of viewing the SJS CH150, 3:30 p.m.
program
televhiaan
and
Acational
Ricardo Pena Pinto,
Modern Greek Hub, business
tasthand. was
department of SU- meeting, CHI35, 3:30 p.m.
director of the
international edupervision of the
Sparta camp, sign-ups fur intercommittee,
cational television
views for Sparta camp counselor
Guateuuda.
positions, College Union, 9 a.m. to
partici5 p.m.
liena Pinto, who is a
ExForeign Leader
pant in the
Junior class, meeting, CH160,
Dechange plogram of the U.S.
M currently on 3:30 p.m. Class piesident asks all
State,
of
partment
of his tour of living center representatives to atthe west coast leg
and colleges. tend.
universities
American
his current
Greek pictures will he taken toof
objective
A Main
Pinto stated, Ls a day through Dec. 7 upstairs in Colvisit, Mr. Pena
sincere desire to meet persons in lege Union. All Greeks are to sign
educational television, up at fraternity or sorority houses.
the field of
new ideas and Price: $150.
as well as to gain
practices which could
obsene
HOW, "Israel Revisited," Newto
Guatemala.
man hall, 7:30 p.m.
be applied to
he
is
visitWhile in this country,
con- TOMORROW
ing institutions and firms
Christian Stirrup organization,
cerned with instructional televihis work in the meeting, Memorial chapel, 7:30
sion in relation to
instructional television program of p.m.
Guatemala.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, meeting
Pena Pinto added that he is for members. M272, 7 p.m.
learning about
in
interested
also
Phi Eta Sigma, meeting for
instructional television as related
well as its members and for those who are
to adult education as
eligible for membership, F0104,
application on other levels.
3:30 p.m. If unable to attend, inform Dr. W. Donald Head, assistant professor of English, in F0119.
REAL
HOME
STYLE

Democratic club, meeting, C11241, 7:30 p.m.
Humanities club, meeting for
members and humanities class representatives, CH208, 7:30 p.m.

COOKING

_v\

PASTRY
P.

Eat
worn .1,4..4

One Block From Campus
HOT MEALS
LOW AS

85c

SAN JOSE CAFETERIA
It E. San Fernando

CY 5-9561

Russian club, social and slides
from Russia will be shown, HES,
7:30 p.m.
Freshman class, meet in:’. C11150
; 3:30 p.iii

"1" PROPOSE

You Must See
Our Tremendous
Selection of

FINE JEWELRY
Special Discount
to All SJSC Students
.I

Your Christmas Gifts
Headquarters

JULES BOZZI
The Jeweler

CY 2-9119

169 So Fort

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c line f.fst insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

rif
DST
43m

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office-Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phon Orders

I owerstutted couch, $12.50. 3 chairs, $5
CY 4t339
leatals
3-rm, apt. nr SJS. Yng. couple or girls.
; e bah. Spartan Manor,
Built.in
CY 2.1377.
Furnished 2-bedroom apartment. 555 So.
8th St.
compl. furn., incl. auto. washer.
3 or 4 girls. 444 So. 5th.

For Sale
GE str"rc
600 lamp

gatrA:

Transportation

syst , $.35. RCA 45
$15. CY 5.4694.

Ride wanted to Oregon Thanksgiving.
Phone Ginger Simpson, CY 5.9547 betype, $15. CY 7-3289 tween 5 and 5:30 p.m.

MIsciellaneoos
MB Morgan rdstr., rebuilt ervq., new
4P’, top
’onneau cower. $1200. Weapons collector will buy quns, swords.
EL o.3038.
uniforms, military antiques. AN 9-2144.
TV rental service. Rent a TV. STUDENT
’SS Fend Viet., 2.dr., R&H. $400,
best RATES. ES 7.2935 after5 p.m.
cfer. Cal! S CY 8-2048 aft. 6orp.m.
$100 reword for +he return of stereo set.
2 1P11119 sem. contracts, women’s DM% records and other articles stolen on
beerdng house. 373 E. San Fernando. Saturday, Nov. 4th, from 545 So. 9th
CY 34908, Janet or Barb R.
St. (neat to Wendy Glen *2) or for
the arrest of those persons involved in
II MG sports model, $1150. CY
these thefts. Phone CY 2-3484 or CY
34929,
M. tinge.
7

EASY -ORDER ADVERTISING!
uturo
diamn^’
ire of yo.’
Permenn,
the qual,r,
cf. Cho.’"
gen.

es

Iv

y 5.067

To place a classified ad, just fill out and clip this
EASY ORDER ADVERTISING form. Send with check
or money order to Student Affairs Office TH 16, San
Jose State College, San Jose, California.
Check One:
E Personals
C Lest F. Found
E Transportation
Plisse Print

C Help Wanted
Services

’

For Sale
Rentals
0 Miscellaneous

(Count 33 tatters and Spaces for Each Lino)
25s First insrtion
20e lash Additional Lino
2.Ume Minimum)
(2 -Line Minimum)
Stio:,9 Do.
_ Days
Run Ad For
Enclosed 8
Chest No.
Nan, _
Address _
City
Phone
hor display advertising rates, call CY 4-6414, Ext.
2081 from
1:20 to 4:20, Monday through Friday.

Monday, No,. .,!,

20. 11111

Man of Many Talents Celebrates Prof Chosen by Science Assn.
ear as Journalism Dept. Hea To Write Sea Species Paper

K ) if LEN -.111 i ii
Author, iretwer.
. photographer, commit I
publicist, public relations counsel, consultant on newspaper law -These, believe it or not, apply
to one man on the SJS campus.
Ile is Dr. Dwight Bentel, who
this week celebrates his ’25th anniversary as head of the depart.

SPARTAN HAILS

7

the ciao:nodal) It -it I 1111/1.
.a1ik1 lit
rind the state in his work on be- been a member ot the Sun Jose
1.11.
Dr. Estee% P. Levine, ItSbi%lafil 11.1l
half ot Propissilion :1, whose pas- Historic arid Recreation COMMIS- professor ot health and hygiene, .at
stre rosel.e
sage in November 11956o author- sions and the ’pistil] of directors has been selected by the American eat
It I,
ized the spending of millions of of the Sun Jose- arid Santa Clara Association for the Advancement uffo.f:
dollars for state college construc- SynIptligly tgiStis.
of Science to present a paper oil
He also is a member of the ac- the study of an organic process in
tion" was the principal reason for
Dr. Renters selection by SDX, ac- crediting committee of the Amer- a marine species in I7ecember al
cording to John Keplinger, chap- ican Council on Education for the association’s annual meetitor
ter president. 1957.
Journalism, a former secretary lot in Denver. Colo.
Dr. Renters reporting expeii- pplepr_
; Dr. Levine’s liMper deals a Ii,
.
ence began before he joined the
some phlebobranch affinities in the
SJS faculty.
St ructure, reproduction, 41,41.4414,oment and concentration 4,1 It
"It used to be stylish for-newsin the apleusobranch ascidian
papermen to try ta, discourage
distoma ritteri.
would-be reporters by discussing
the ’drab’ journalism field," Dr.
The paper is based on raw) years
IS \\HA) lilt I \I It oNII to
Bentel said.
of reseal eh which Dr. Levine conlist PM
ducted
on
the
marine
species.
which
"But my reporting experiences
.
was
was
Research
named
in 1945.
were some of the most exciting
a err]
conducted at Stairtford universtiy’s
events of my life," he added.
Hopkins Marine station near :WonDr. Bente’, for example, scooped
and e)
terey and Carmel.
other newspapermen with a Berlin
She will present the paper besurrender report during the war.
op
-7ram e
I fore the American Society of Zo"There were some embarrassing
11
5115
ologists Dec. 211 in the Denver Ifilmoments," the professor whnitted,
recalling the time he dashed out
of his hotel room early one mm ning to investigate a fraternity ha.
ing.
MATH MAJORS
STRANDED
HIGHER
AND
"I was stranded and I had to
DR DWIGHT BENTEL
MRS. MARY HARRIS
FASHION TYPES
. . . Many Talents walk the long blocks back to my
. . . Department Secretary
downtown hotel room - wearing
ment which he established here. only pajamas and bathrobe."
the National Council on Radio &
His career on this campus, howDr. Benters journalism experi- T.V. Journalism, past president ot
the C’entral Coast Unit of the Caliever, began earlier, as a freshman ence isn’t limited to rwwspaper
; tornia Newspaper Publishers assn.
English maim.
IX1rt ing.
He has written mote than 200 and now its permanent executive
He liked the school so well he
tried to convince his father to articles on the newspaper indus- secretary.
Moreover, he is a former presimove from Walla Walla, Wash., tty and its activities, on journalOPEN
to the San Jose area, but he was ism education and related subjects, dent and vice president of the
MONDAY,
not successful, Dr. Bentel recalled. for Colliers Encyclopedia, Colliers American Society of Journalism
Schsx/1 Administrators, and a forTHURSDAY,
Dr. Bentel, however, eventually Yearbooks, National Encyclopedia
mer member of the American
FRIDAY
completed the requirements for of Photography and Publishers’
Council on Education for JourNIGHTS
is B.A. and M.A. at Stanford and Auxiliary.
TILL 9
Other works were published in nalism.
at 1934 returned to the SJS cautiDespite the many demands on
ous as the Spartans’ publicity di- the Bulletin of the American Society of Journalism School Admin- his time. Dr. Bentel has managed
rector.
istrators, Journalism Quarterly, to cultivate a number of hobbies,
"I really was happy to return,"
Quill & Scroll and other profes- notably rock collecting, home carhe admitted.
sional, trade and popular publica- pentry, fishing and listening to his
extensive collection of hi-fl reWhen SJS Pres. T. W. Macquar- ; titans.
BUDGET THEIR WARDROBES ta.
rie appointed him head of the Jour- ; Dr. Bentel and Mrs. Spurgeon cordings.
nalism department, Dr. Bentel I also were co-authors of "Stories
found he also was instructor, pho- of Santa Clara Valley," current!)
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
tographer and adviser for the de- used as an elementary textbook
to HAIR DRYER
partment’s student publications. In this area.
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11 P.m.
NO WAITING
short, he WAS the department.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
in San Jose: First at Santa C’ara
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
His regular school day during
Besides these activities, Dr. Ben497 N. 13th
CYpress 2-7262
this time ended around 2 am., he tel is chairman of the SJS Stu recal led.
"It was just a matter of meeting
the needs when they arose," he
added.
The one-man journalism faculty
turned into a coeducational effial
when Miss Dolores Freitag, nose
Mrs. John Spurgeon, joined the
t af f.
In the 1940s, Mrs. Spurgeon. nowassociate professor of journalism
and education, was acting head of
the department while Dr. Bentel
studied for his doctorate in education at Columbia university, N"
York, At that time, he also %Ai!,
education editor for Editor & Publisher, newspaper trade magazine,’
;
a position he kept until 1957.
,
OUTSTANDING SERVICE
One of Dr. Benters most prized ’
possessions is a copy of the Spartan Daily, 1957, which tells of h.
selection as "Faculty Member
the Year" by Sigma Delta CI.
men’s nathmal journalism fret,
nity.
"The outstanding service he pr

SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS
GIFT
I PAINTING

EVERYBODY

LATIN-AMERICAN

IMPORTS
76 W. San Antonio
CT 7-4976
San Jose

PINATAS
(for your parties)

Christmas Cards
in

SPANISH
Books
Magazines
& Newspapers
PARTY FAVORS
De La Rosa’s
Latin-American

IMPORTS
76 W. San Antonio
(Near Market St.)

San Jose

Has Their Name,
Address & Phone
Number In The
Student Directory
NOW ON SALE
At the Registers in the SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE and CAFETERIA and
in Front of the LIBRARY.
AComplete Listing of Students
and Faculty Addresses, Phone
Numbers, Year and Hometowns

75c

More Sale Books Have Just Arrived
We Have Just Received Another Shipment of Books to Add to
Our SALE NOW GOING ON AT
SPARTAN

BOOKSTORE "RIGHT ON CAMP9S"

9--SPARTAN DAit

Monday, Nov ember 20, 1961

Reporting Maior
Takes First Place
In Photo Contest

Pioneering Education
In Profession Not Eas

t Journalism
s.lsI
ii,
& Advertising won additional
honors this year when Ron Miller,
reporting and editing major from
Santa Cruz, took first place in the
news photo category of the annual
Sigma Delta Chi competition for
undergraduate students. Miller’s
prize-winning shot showed SJS
boxer Harry Campbell seconds
after he was felled in a San Francisco bout. Campbell later died.

SAVE MONEY !!
On GAS and OIL
.NI.IARA OIL CO.
-Q...,nna and William

P.R. Major Started in ’48

DR. WILLIAM E. GOULD
... part of history

Pioneering education in a new
profession is never easy, but this
was only part of the problem ’
when San Jose State College in
1948 established the first major
In public relations on the Pacific
Coast.
Interest in public relations as
a college major stemmed from the
business and social science departments, as well as journalism.
In the end an interdepartmental
committee was created with all
three departments represented,
and a curriculum tentatively

Sugar Growers. Ronald Schmidt
’59 is P.R. director of one of the
largest shopping centers in the
country, at Portland. Ore. Keith
Bonnett ’59 also is in public relations for merchandising.
Girl graduates have done well,
too. Judith Lee Machanik ’59 is
editing Lead Wire, monthly publication for Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.. Mountain View. Nancy
Newman ’60 is publicity coordinator for the Broadway department

Prof Remembered ,,tablished.
For All Your Music
Requirements Make
DE ANGELO’S
the Place to Go
PIANOS, STEREO, RECORDS
COMPLETE SHEET MUSIC DEPT.
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Open Till 7 P.M.
Monday - Thru - Saturday
Bankamerizard
First National Charge

Ae Aldo :41
//tu4sic
1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446

No history of the :QS Journalism & Advertising department Is complete without mention of Dr. William E. Gould,
professor of Journalism, who
died Dee. 18, 1958. A seasoned
newsmiut, Dr. tlould edited the
’(ante Cruz Morning Sentinel In
the 1930s and published papers
In Watsonville. Capitola and
l’acifk Grove. He worked at the
’(an Jose Mercury for four years
hefortt Joining the SJS faculty
In 1946. He earned his M.A. and
l’h.D. degrees at Stanford in
1950 and 1953 respectively, and
taught newnwriting in the SAN
Department. He was a long-time
sigma Delta Chi supporter and
professional memher.

U DO - IT

Owen Atkinson of the journalism faculty was the first instructor in the new course on principles
of public relations. Until then, the
only related course offered was in
publicity writing.
FIRST GRADUATES
The first degrees. "A.B. in P.R."
were conferred on schedule in
June 1952 to seven men. In the
years since, the number of public
relations graduates has grown to
99 and there now are more than
60 P.R. majors in residence. A
dozen or more will be graduated
this coming year.
The graduates are scattered.
Donald Brown, ’52, is P.R. director
of an advertising agency in Honolulu. Lawrence Rodriggs ’58 is
assistant P.R. director of Blue
Cross of Northern California.
James "Stan" Harvey ’56 is doing
employee relations work for the
missile systems division of General Electric at Pittsfield, Mass.
David Carter ’58 is national P.R.
director for the Wr,tern Beet

COIN LAUNDRY
open 24 hrs. a day
for your convenience

1 BLOCK FROM LIBRARY
171 So. 3rd St.

a.

DEPEND UPON
US FOR ALL
YOUR BEAUTY
NEEDS!
Complete Drug Store
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS

STAR PHARMACY
888 E. Santa Clara
CY 3.3575
Sao Jose

1111

PEARCE DAVIES
. Ten Years Later
stores in the Los Angeles area.
Carmen U-* k ’58 Is d.recting fund
raising for a Lutheran church
group, after working some time
with a public relations fitTn in
San Francisco. Martha Morris
(McIntyre) ’56 is with a national
advertising agency.
FOUR-YEAR CURRICULUM
The Curriculum, since the 1948
start, has been both extended
and tightened.
During freshman and sophomore
years. candidates for the P.R. degree devote most of their time to
general education requirements,
adding writing courses wherever
possible.
During the junior and senior
years they concentrate on courses
In public relations, public speaking, business, writing, economics

and psychology. After one e. ,:. of ,
P.R. theory, each goes out tor an
"internship" of six to ten weeksH
in a public relations office. Payment for these internships is In
college credits---the students are
not permitted to accept salaries.
Additional courses in public relations specialties probably will be
added during the next few years.
Several are being considered.
FACULTY
Faculty advisor for the public
relations field is William H. Poytress, professor of economics. The
original instructor in theory, Professor Atkinson, retired because
of illness in late 1951. Pearce
Davies, veteran newspaper and P.R.
man and former managing editor
of the San Jose Mercury, was engaged to take over the classes.
Davies is still here, ten yr,ti
later, with the rank of associat,
professor of journalism. Publicit.
writing now is taught by Kenneth
J. Roed, who also is the collet:,
alumni director.
When Sigma Delta (’hi, prole,
sional journalism society, vot.
in 1958 to no longer accept pith’ ,
relations majors into membersIni
I a new public relations profession
I society was formed here at 5 ,
,
Jose State and named Pi Alpe
No. the Greek letters being
initials of Greek words for
tegrity, truth, and understandm
Present president of PAN is SJS’ P.R. alumnus Lawrence Rod) iggs of
Oakland and Hayward. PAN is!
not yet national, but its members,
confidently expect that this will
come about.
. Recently President John T. I
Wahlquist assigned the public relalions major to the Department of
;Journalism & Advertising. Representatives of the other departments, however, still constitute anl
advisory committee to assist in t
management of the major.
The only other public relation:
four-year major on the Pacifi,
coast now is offered by the 1.]n.
versity of Southern California,
I which established its major in
1957.

Sparta Counselor Sign-ups
Set for Today Through Dec. 1
Sign-ups for Sparta camp counselors begin today, said Phil Me.
serve. publicity co-chairman. Students wishing to be interviewed
for the positions during the week
beginning Dec. 4, should sign up
in the College Union on one of the
following dates: Monday through
Wednesday and Nov. 27-Dec. 1.
Sparta camp, San Jose State
leadership training school, will be
held at the Asilomar conference
grounds near Monterey March 17
and 18. The event is open to any
SJS student who wishes to attend.
Counselor choice is based upon
grades, activities and responses in
the interview. Freshman through
seniors may apply.
Students who wish to attend the
camp may sign up Jan. 8-12. According to Meserve, the cost for
each student will be approximately $12, which includes lodging and
board. The program is subsidized
by ASH funds, he said.
Sparta camp committee direc-

tor is
Olsen. u.:.ittee
members are Susan
Mariette,
Sharon Bray Icy, Jerry Eng’
Meserve, Dennis (’hanitiers, Gret.
chest Haug and Kathy van
Faculty advisers are: Robert &
IRuwen.
Martin, associate dean of
students: Dr. Marion K. Richards,
acting foreign student ad\ iser;
Dr.
Royce Jones, pers.,nn, I
Absolutely the
largest Selection
of flowers in
San Jose!
":---"77i
They know
their
business from
top to bow
and all tray around.
YOU CAN DEPEND ON

XF

ONISHI FLORIST

SAN JOSE S FINEST
FLOWER SHOP
175 Taylor
CY 5-1130

HEAD FOR YOUR NEAREST
SPIVEY’S RESTAURANT
. for a feast. or call for your favorite BROASTED CHIC Its t,
fake out. For a party. Ifni: k the ticket!
And Spivey’, bakery has the d’ -,serfs you dream about
1761 W San CP’,

CV 7-1712

12th & Santa Clara

Cr 3-2920

2)ine

Mere 2iningii at ill elegant 1..?eat
Long a leader in the fine art of dining, 13011.1:\ NOV
complements its superb cuisine with tradition:11h
warm service in a pleasant atmosphere of quiet el,
gance and good taste.

SPARTAN
CIT[T[P
9?/Meet You at the Spartan cafeteria

Where
Connoisseur.
Indulge
1401 So. FIRST ST.

ups
Dec.

SECOND SECTION

Nostalgia Reigns as Senior Members
Recall Former Journalism Quarters

1

n. C.,inminte
;an Marietta.
Jerry Eagles.
leathers, Grata
Kathy oah
are: Robert e.
dean of stu.
K. kicharda
ft athiser: Dr.

As they glow accustomed to
their fine new surroundings in
Tower Hall, senior members of
the Department of Journalism at
Advertising recall with mixed nostalgia and relief their previous
campus quarters.
Way back in the Thirties when
the department consisted of one
man, its founder, headquarters for

Journalism Standouts
ri
To Get Red Apples

IND ON

LORIST

FINEST
’HOP
CY 54130

;EST
’T
CHICKEN to

journalistic activities 01 all kinds
was noun, 17 01 Tower Hall, Dr.
Dwight Bentel had found the nucleus of his department operating
out of a small classroom down the
corridorRoom 7. The move several doors away, next to what
was then the office of the Dean
of Women, was considered akin
to achieving the high rent district.

Came World War 11, followed
by the entrance of hordes of Ga.’s
to the nation’s colleges, and Roam
17 became pitifully inadequate. So
In 1948 the department acquired
a new home that its predominantly
male student body recognized as a
World War II barracks. This was
the long frame building facing San
Carlos street.

When both the department and
its barracks-mate, the Police
School, began to experience more
growing pains, another move was
indicated.
The Old Music Building. "a temporary building" since the earth’s
crust cooled, had been vacated
and its occupants housed in a
new structure on Se%eritti street
in 1953 when J&A members traveled, with song in their hearts,
to the wooden bungalow behind
the Book Store. The former "landlords" goodnaturally repeated horCalifornia j.oi conditions, writtiai ilansen, then a reporter with the
1,IaY
V. ill
I CS
(MI
shiny
ror stories of haing been evicted
while he was on the staff of the Los Gatos Times-Observer; and
Dethe
in
week
this
rote
gleaning
some years before while the buildSan Francisco Chronicle.
two graduates of the SJS deo,
peraent of Journalism and Ading was relieved of its termites-Other winners have been John ment of journalismEleanor N., vertising.
no reflection intended on anybody,
sys- Long. general manager of the Cali- rig, for work as a reporter with
unique
a
of
because
It’s all
really!
sponsored fornia Newspaper Publishers as- the Los Gatos Times-Observer. and
tem of "apple polishing"
Leas than a decade later, it was
sociation; Charles W. Reed of the Dick Cox, for a series of stories
department.
25-ye0r-old
Is the
the same old story family growdepartment has Batten, Barton, Durstine & Os- written for the San Jose Mercury.
since 1952 the
SJS
Journalism
and
Advertising
This
year,
department
contest- creased the award to $500 and ing ever larger. J&A had to move
of born advertising agency; Lowell News.
engaged in a pleasant custom
students in an departmental areas ants brought home the sweep- presented it to Malcoto ’Mike) again. This time it was another
.ognizing meritorious achieve- Jessen, California publisher who
The apple certificates were have won recognition in cornpeti- stakes trophy, awarded on a point
Fujikake, now advertising man- of the Fine Arts to the rescue.
practitioners was then president of the Nation- printed for the department by
eel of professional
The Art department packed its
Red Ap- al Editorial association; the Sac- Globe Printing C.o., Spartan Daily tive events since the department basis and won by the following ager of the Spartan Daily.
y awarding them "Big
was
started
25
years
students:
ago.
Peter Kuehl, column
ScholasPEACE SCHOLARSHIP
easels, kilns, and treasures off to
The honoree, ramento Bee; the Watsonville Reg- printers, who were ’able to borle" certificates.
tic
performance
writing,
and
of
the
Phil May, advertising,
average
In 1956, a CEO Sisterhood in- a new building on the new camcampus to ister- Pajaronian; Dean Frank row a handsome red apple engravben he comes to the
student
in
the
both
first
department is replaces; Jim Ragsdale, ternational peace scholarship of pus, and J&A moved into the "Art
unexpect- Mott of the University of Mis- ing from the State of Washington
quint his award, gets an
ported above the all-college aver- news writing, and Shirley Parks, $800 brought Miss Hisayo Kawa- Wing" of Tower Hall. But not
pre- souri school of journalism, now re- Apple association.
I bonus: a real red apple
age, a record confirmed by the advertising, both second place; hare of Japan to the SJS Depart- until the state had invested $250,journal. tired; Dean Carl Ackerman, of
sented by a comely coed
many scholarships, awards and and Nick Peters, third place in ment of Journalism & Advertising. 000 worth of building renovations
the Columbia university school of
ism or advertising major.
other honors won by individual sports.
William Randolph Hearst foun- and about $70,000 worth ut
journalism, now retired; Clair
The apples,will he rolling this
journalism students and organizaIndividual awards have been dation journalism awards in De- ment in the place.
sielt-how many, the committee Otis, advertising director for Eutions.
many. The Edith R. Allan state- cember 1960 newswritin,g comSo here we are wallowing in
}..tit saying, because all Of the reka Newspapers; Alex Edelstein
ingDezarrtmaennt prillbylicciatmlpionsu.sinnektds: wide competitive award of $500, petition went to Wallace Wood of luxury, trying to look as if we
recipients are unaware that they of the University of Washington
offered by the California News- SJS. who tied for ninth place with deserve it all, and showing it off
To Share Spotlight
have been selected for this honor. school of communications; Lloyd
front
University of to the world.
I paper; Lyke, quarterly feature paper Publishers assn. (CNPAI, students
The gallery of Big Red Apple Berlin, circulation manager for the
magazine; and La Torre, year- has gone three times to SJS jour- Kansas and Ohio state university.
Santa Cruz Sentinel -News;
contains
Meanwhile, perhaps the happiest
already
winners
Award
nalism coeds: Shelby Tree, 1956;1 In the March 1961 newsvariting
book, also have been honored.
Charles DeLorenzo, advertising
16 names, including Pierre Salincontest, James E. Janssen of SJS man in the entire shuffle is ProLola
Sherman,
1958;
and
Linda
Lyke
did
it
again
this
year
by
fessor Willard Schmidt, head of
ger, now press representative for manager of the San Jose MercurySharing honors at the main- Iwinning first place in national Axenty, 1961.
won fifth place.
the Police School lour former
President Kennedy. Salinger re- News; Gene Paulson, then an edi- event luncheon Tuesday honoring
DelNorthern
California
Sigma
Miss
Sherman,
Sigma Delta Chi competition. Ron
1959 graduate,
" ro er-in- aw"which is now
ceived his apple for an expose of tor with the Palo Alto Times; Sam the 25th anniversary of the SJS
Bates and John Hopkins edited also won a $2500 scholarship to ta Chi professional chapter awards quartered in the Old -Music-JourDepartment of Journalism & Ad- the three 1960-61 issues chosen study in Latin America. She was of $100 have been won by Robert
nalism - Advertising - Building
vertising, is a local institution best in the nation. Earlier, in fall one of two U. W. women selected Johnson. 1955; Robert Pentzer,
Behind -the-Rook -Store,
I that is more than four times as 1957, Lyke was assigned ’Top to receive the award, presented 1956; Randie Poe, 1957; John.
I Professor Schmidt has remarked
Salamida,
1958;
Mike
Johnson,
old.
Drawer Category’ by Mad maga- by the Inter-American Press assn.
1959; James Janssen, 1960; and dreamily of late, "We’ve inherited
The San Jose Mercury-News, zine.
OLDHAM WINS
two of your buildings so far; when
Wilford Keener, 1961.
which passed its hundredth birthLast spring a $200 award ofCIPA CONTEST
SA lAD AND POTATO
Jerry Nachman in 1959 won are you people going to move
day in 1951, has been a staunch
The department entered Call- fered by the Northern California first place for feature writing in are you going to move again?"
friend and supporter of San Jose
Council. American Association of
CHI( IEN DINNER
State College and of higher edu- forni& Intercollegiate press assn. Advertising Agent-tea, went to the national Sigma Delta Chi con(CIPA) contest in spring 1957,
test. SDX outstanding male gradi41.15
cation for many years.
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
Don McIlhenny of SJS. This year
. include Gerald E. Olsen.
A veritable teen-ager alongside and has been taking home tro- the council’s scholarship-training
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
GOOD ANYTIME OF DAY
phies ever since. In spring 1957,
1955; Robert Johnson. 1956; John
the century-old Mercury -News,
SavIngs up to $120 on automobile
four SJS students won first place award of $600 went to another Keplinger. 1957; and Anthony
the SJS Department of Journalism
insurance are now common for
awards: Jerry French, newsphoto- department representative. Dar- Taravella, 1959. In 1956 SDX
married men uncle( 25 years of
&
Advertising
has
supplied
the
It
iitsT
207 SO.
rell
R.
Oldham.
feature
Blaisdell,
Bob
graphy;
age with the California Casualty
awards of merit went to Peter
historic newspaper with dozens of
The Central Coast Counties unit Meckel and Richard Tyler.
Indemnity Exchange.
photography; John Keplinger, editrained employees.
"Married men in this age bracket
writing; and Shirley Bugge, ((’(’CUP or the CNPA awarded
torial
KEEP
TROPHY
On the payroll right now are
are generally paying excessive
Second place in $100 scholarships each to Martin
advertising.
Alpha
Delta
Sigma
won
perpremiums
for the degree of risk
graduates
of
at least two dozen
sportswriting went to Don Becker Wong in 1960 and to Jay Thor- manent possession of the Beauinvolved," says George M. CampJ&A, including (in order of senwaldson
this
year
phoand third place in feature
bell, Sparten Representative for
mont and Hohman trophy in 1957.
iority):
Another journalism ma Jo r
the Exchange.
tography to Jim Cohun, two more
after having won first place in
Apartments for Students L ruler or Over 21
Fred Merrick, ’40; Frank BoI
Maryleela
Rao.
tin,
fall
won
a
"We
believe that a married man
SJS representatiscs.
1553, 1954, 1455, 1956 and 1957
nanno, ’41; Pat Loomis, ’43; John
with family responsibilities is
ModernUp tosDate
!Coro Foundation scholarship.
with Unive,sity of
in
competition
SJS
won
three
I
In
spring
1958.
more
careful driver, and causes
Howe, ’43; Geraldine Reynolds
which provides tanning for posi*Close to Campus
California and Stanford.
fewer accidents." said Campbell.
Howe, ’44; Tom Rowen, ’47; Wes 1 first places, Jerry Ulrich adver- thins in government service.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
In 1957 ADS received the ADS
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)
Peyton, ’48; Harry Farrell. ’48; tising; Max Shapiro, feature writThe Hardy Hutchirson jr
for mature drivers."
President’s Award for winning
Dick Cox, ’49; Dwight Gedtridig, ing; and Jim Drennan, nev,,s writ- scholarship, open to department
example: A married men, Apo
For
third place nationally among
’49; Bob Crabbe, ’50; Bob Scheid. ing. Gene Tyler won second place majors, went to Peter Meckel in
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
type4of accommialioni
metropolitan chapters and ADS
Property Damage
and
third
photography
I
for
news
510/20,000,
’50; Bill Ernest. ’51; Dan Hruby.
1956 and to Michael Brown in
second place for national activity
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
wilL PORIA 10
’51; Walt Roessing. ’52; Ed Pope, award for sports photography 1957.
about $157 a year with most inI was awarded to Jim Cassidy at
’54; Jim Choate, ’54: Bob Norris, and Charlene Shattuck received
surance companies. With CaliKAC(’HER AWARD
the national convention in Dallas
fornia Casualty he would pay
’55; John Spalding, ’57; Don Nash, second place for editorial writing
The Dorothy Kaucher award.
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
In 1960, SJS again won three honoring the SJS emeritus speech
’57; Leigh Weimers, ’58; Frances
485 South Ninth St.
in197g
Advertising siurlents also W011
nit of $64 (based on current
Stuart. ’58; Jerry Nachman. ’60; first places. Jerry Nachman won and drama professor. is a $100 second place of $500 and ninth
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
CI 7-8877
for feature writing Sandy Mc- scholarship for women in journalMaxine Harris, ’61.
about $93 with the Explace of $100 in the national Playchange. (Other coverages with
The Mercury-News also is a Gowan for advertising. and Mary ism. Winner in 1956 was Janet boy magazine colicge advertisine
comparable savings).
good source of part-time employ- Goetz for news photography. J P. Bruce Hanley and other winners contest in 1956-57 Dick Folger
Campbell declared that even unment for students of the J&A de- van Ettinger, yearbook pho- have been. Marilyn Peters, 1957; was awarded first place by the
married men and women with
partment. Many of these work Un- tographer. and Scott Turner, fea- Cathie Treagle. 1958: Phyllis San Jose Advertising club in the
good driving records may save
der the direction of Mercury city ture photographer. each won sec- Mackall. 1959: Maxine Harris. Ayers contest.
over 20 per cent.
editor Ben Hitt, who is an "al- ond place.
1960: and Ellen Shone. 1961.
Call or write for full information
SPECIAL RECOGNITION
to George M. Campbell, 666
Lynn Lucchetti won the $50
most-A.B." from San Jose State’s
Malntairing :he record set by
Each year special recognition is
Maple Ave., Sunnyvale: REgent
Department of Journalism & Ad- SJS. Nick Peters, sports writer, Mail Advertising Service assn. given to students who have done
1241 (day & nits).
vertising.
and Ed Rapoport, feature pho- scholarship in 1).60. and Stuart C outstanding work within the de
in
place
first
Flensburg
received
it
in
1961.
won
each
The Mercury -News film, "Flood tographer,
partment This year the following
Story," is now, an integral part 1960. Two second place awards Miss Lucchetti last year also re- were honored: Darla Grainger and
Bob
students
ceived
the
$200
scholarship
awardSJS
of the news writing curriculum also went to
Jill Weinberger, co-editors of La
at SJS, and countless classes from Christman for sports photography ed by the San Jose Advertising Torre; John Hopkins, Lyke editor;,
wiltnews
club. Winner of this award in Ron Bates, Lyke and Spartan.
various departments are accom- and Mike Johnson for
modated in the Mercury -News’ ing. Third place went to Scott 1961 was Dean Thompson.
Daily
editor;
Jim
Ragsdale,
photography.
Turner for yearbook
well developed trip program.
San Jose Newspaper Guild Spartan Daily editor; and Lynn ’
"Gridiron Fund" awards of $100 Lticchetti and Mike Sanders,
each were presented to Richard Spartan Daily advertising manJones, 1954; Charles Rogers, 1955; agers.
John Keplinger. 1956; Wallace L
Special research papers have
Gliciewell. 1957; Waldo Dannen- been written for CNPA by Ed
brink. 1958: and John Hopkins. I Rapoport. Robert Taylor, and
1959. This year. the guild in- ! Cyril Coggins.
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SAY VIC

PIZZA PARLOR
Mr. Nlichael Werner, Coiffeur Parisien,
cordially invites you to the opening of
Ins new salon in Kings Court shopping
Center. Los Gatos, California.
Staffed with expert hair stylists, with the
knowledge of two continents, they create
and emphasize a beauty that can be yours
alone. Discover the flattery that a coiffure
designed only for you can give.
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Less Rebelliousness

Monday, Nov

Young People Are More Serious and Sophisticated
Hy JACK V. FOX
t ailed Press Internatkomd
The young people of the United
States today are in a serious mood.
They are mote sophisticated politically by far than their counterparts of a generatitm ago, and
they are much more realistic.
The comparative economic security of recent years has resulted
in less outward and emotional rebellit,u,noss thorn during the "New
TOPS IN SHOE REPAIRS
Wo Moho Street Shoes
lore Okolf Shoos
Now Work Shoos
1’2 E Jackson

CC 5.9674

Come See, You’ll Enjoy
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS
IN SAN JOSE
Nobody, But Nobody
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"say rnich-ci-con"

DRIVE-IN
3ree etAkVery
Orders-to-Go
Special Dining Room
CY 5-9585
CL 1-9975
2460 Alum Rock Ave.

Deal" clays. There is acceptance
of the "organization man" status.
But basically they are moving
away from the passivity of the
"silent 50’s" and are showing signs
of being an energetic force in
American society.
That is the consensus of a poll
taken by UPI among 40 educators
--university professors and deans,
high school principals and teachers- reacting to the recent challenge of Morris B. Abram former
counsel for the Peace Corps.
Abram said college and high
school youths were becoming conservative and conformist and had
little pr no objection to censorship.
to wire -tapping or to third-degree
police methods.
MOST DISAGREE
A few educators agreed with
Abram. But the overwhelming majority disagreed. Their view was
!summed up succinctly by James
C. McLeod, dean of students at
Northwestern university, Chicago.
"I don’t think in any generation
have 1 seen more enthusiasm for
departure from the conservative
and conformist outlook than in the
present generation of college students." said McLeod.
"Today’s students are more conscious of the world around them,
more cognizant of the problems
and more concerned about them."
Commented Dr. Frank Duddy,
president of Westminster college,
Salt Lake City:
’I think your rung people of

SALE
For Three Days Only!
Tape Recorders
$19.88
Swiss Watches
$5.88 and up
(2-year guarantee)
Transistor Radios
$6.88

today have much more belief in
themselves. I think they are less
conformist than they were five
years ago. There is no jazz hoopla
about them today.
"It seems to me they are aware
that changes need to be made
and -where they need to be made.
These kids are nobody’s fools.
They tend to work organizationally today more than they did in
the 30’s."

QUESTION MEANING
A number of educators que,-tioned what Abram meant lj
"conservative."
"There is no question of the increase of political consematism,"
said Dr. Adolph Grugger. dean of
men at UCLA. "We have thrice
the number of Young Republican-.
on the campus as Young Dem,
crats and there is a definite movement behind Goldwater.
"But to equate this to mean they
are conformists and willing to subBy BERT JARNAG1N
mit to such as censorship is imWASHINGTON UP11---An elepossible. Today’s students are absolutely not conformists. If any- mentary school founded here a
thing, we have a revival of rugged year ago is turning out brighter
Individualism."
than average pupils by using
One of the few who agreed almethods so old they’re newthe
most completely with Abram was
three R’s- and "the sweat of their
Dr. Norman Zucker, professor of
brows."
political
science,
Northeastern
The school is named Amidon.
University, Boston. Said Zucker:
Dr. Carl F. Hansen. District of
"This trend is explicable by
’Columbia Superintendent of
view of the fact that the political
Schools, conceived the idea aftcr
forces facing the youth of today
becoming disillusioned by modern
are overpowering. These forces are
leaching methods. He describes his
so overpowering that present day
:system as "more sensible use of
tudents are unable to comprewhat has been learned about child
hend what is going on and, furdevelopment."
1 hermore, do not want to compreReading and ’riting and ’rithmehend or accept the world and its tic, as in the days of yore, must
complexities."
have primary attention. Hansen
Here are some comments from said, adding that "pupils and
, teachers now enjoy clear responsihigh schools:
bilities and goals."
Gordon A. Bailey, principal,
"It is not a return to horse and
Austin, Tex.:
buggy days," Hansen said, "al"They have more interest in though much good education was
what’s going on than we give I available in those days."
The out-of-the-ordinary at Amithem credit for. Maybe there are

and find out what students are
thinking."
Ralph Backman, principal, Salt
Lake City:
"I have noticed that the general behavior in school this year
is one of sober conformity. They
are greatly concerned about the
world. I would say the times have
teenhad a sobering effect on
agers to a great extent."
A striking difference was noted
in responses from different parts1

of the country.
Said Dr. Walter Delaplane, dean
of the School of Arts and Sciences
at Southern Methodist university,
Dallas:
"Students in this part of the
countly seem to be more interested in the football game or the
dance than academic activities.
Students here tend to be conservative. Their parents seem to give
them everything so why should
they want anything more. They

seem to be less creative
than tiu
were."
On the other hand,
Thednel
Eymour, dean of Dartmouth
lege, says:
"In recent years I have
hq
aware of an emerging conseja,
among our young, people
and
growing commitment to
servie
There are heartening signs in s
1960s that the silent v,eneratit
of the 1950s Is beginning to spelt
and act."

’Disillusioned by Modern Methods’

New School Trying Old Methoci
Of ’Sweat’ and the Three R’s

"WORK OF ART"
Otte Airy cervice

And many other wonderful
buys at:

lals Discount House
/99 South First Street
San jose

not public demonstrations, but
those are not the mark of an inquiring mind."
Harry Nicholson, principal, Denver. Colo.:
"If the world thinks the high
school add college students are
conformist,
and
conservative
adults are looking at the youth
through conforming and conservative eyes. Adults get a misconception that youth is apathetic beadults don’t take time to sit down
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from the moment
you make up his mind
hell be planning the right ring for
your left hand ... we have a collection
of diamond designs that will draw
admiring 000hs from everyone
. . diamonds as fine
as ’they are beautiful . .

don is its concentration on the old norm in spelling and language and
fell below in other areas. But the
time elementary subjects the
scores were not in the national
three R’s.
I cellar and at the top of the Ami’SLOW RESPONSE’
don fourth -grade scores were 10
A new school building in a new which were almost eighth grade
community offered Hansen his level in spelling, language and
chance, in September, 1960. to test reading.
his principles, which before then
Fifth grade - The 61 pupils
had received "slow response." So
beat the national norm in six test
Amidon became, in effect, a pilot
areas and were equal in the other.
project to show parents and Dis’ Sixth grade
Amidon’s 59
trict of Columbia teachets what
sixth graders scored above the nahard work by the students can,
tional norms in everything tested.
accomplish.
In spelling they were almost three
The system proved so success- school grades ahead of themselves.
ful that this year every District Four spelling and two language
elementary school is using Ami- study skills scores were better
don principles.
1 than the national norm for high
Last June Amidon pupils, froml school seniors.
the first through the sixth grades,’ In summary. 76 per cent of
were given two-day tests which Amidon’s scores were above naalso were a test of Hansen’s prin- tional norms, seven per cent were
ciples. The results were compared equal and’ IS ’per cent were below.
with scores from the same tests Eighty-two per cent of the scores
In elementary schools across the were equal or above the national
country.
ScolVS.
Here is how Amidon pupils com"We have done well," Hansen
peted with the naticnal norms for said, "but we can do better."
the
Metropolitan
Achievement
A strong feature at Amidon is
Test battery and the Otis quick. the teacher’s new authority.
much
scoring test of mental ability:
like that enjoyed before modem
First grade three fourths of
teaching became the vogue. "The
the 64 Amidon pupils scored at or simple truth is that the teacher is
;iliove the national norm in read- in the classroom to teach," Haning and arithmetic. Only one first sen said. and "kindergarten is no
grader missed beating the norm in longer a play school."
word discrimination.
It isn’t all work and no play,
Second grade This Hass of 56 , but it’s hard work, and controlled
n,
pu,pils scored above the national I recesses.
rot.
Under the Hansen method, first
Third grade - Different forms graders and up are required to
of the test were given to a special write eompositions. This "improves
class for retarded, slow readers. the quality of thinking, and to do
This group fell below the national this is perhaps the most important
average. However, with credit to a purpose of education," Hansen
phonovisual program, even the re- said.
Prentice-Hall Inc., is publishing
tarded met the national average
for third graders in word discrim- his book on the project.
ination.
HIGHWAY PAINT
The "regular" third graders
NEW YORK (UPI)
It will
scored above the norm in all seven
take 7r4 million gallons of paint to
test areas.
keep the nation’s roads clearly
FOURTH GRADE
marked over the next decade, acFourth’ grade
The 54 fourth (-riffling to a projection made by
graders ,..ored above the national Goodyear Tit,- A. Rubber co.
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Jack W’s letter tsar, us to
the quick. His complaint? "Ivv’s
for the birds. Take a thrn
low with a long neck arid weak
shoulders. An Ivy suit makes
him look like a whooping crane
with enlarged feet. And who
wants to look like that?"
We’re afraid you --may be wearing the
type Ivy that’s poi- tiat
son for you. Frankly,
therein much to be
said in favor of the
Wetness of Ivy. However, you’ll find many
varieties of natural shoulder clothing
ranging from moderate to eutrene
The secret’s to select the version
that does most for you And, naturally, we like to think we’re marts
in helping follows do that
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We can’t see it either. Dick, but
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we don’t know. Both button -dote
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items. Put them together, if you
like.
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their congratulation- io thi
Department of
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we would like to extend our heartiest wishes for
a happy Thanksgking.
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Self.Styled Anti-Communist Sees
Attack, Invasion in Near Future

a

Malaya, Singapore, Borneos
Favor Asian Merger by 1963

ter where he had gone for treat- estate in which they pleaded with
ment.
Davis to voluntarily surrender.
Since then. Harrell says, the Davis refused.
Lord has dictated his every move.
The next day before dawn, an
His self-proclaimed fight against Army half-truck broke down the
Communism has alienated Harrell, gate and more than 100 FBI
silu Lee’s warnings that
:mil Ili,
, But the British apparently don’t he
By DON e. BECKER
from this town where hp grew upi agents and state troopers invaded
or
SINGAPORE I UP!,- The man- view the situation with the. same not doing much about it. The Singapore would go Communist
and once was,’, Sunday School, the estate, seized Harrell, some of
char." if thr
ner in which Britain chooses to’ urgency. And without Britain British attitude has been "go: Ix’ Pet by rioting and
superintendent and civic leader.
merger is nit accomplished
his followers and Davis. Not a handle the proposed merger of pushing the merger along there is slow."
Pe. ’
His charges that there ate Corn. shot was fired.
LEE THREATENS
Malaya, Singapore and the three little that can be done.
munist cells in the county have
"generate
could
British
Borneo
territolies
has
threatened
to
Lee
Thet seized
BRITISH COLONIES
brought vigorous denials from du. greatly influence the future’ of
guns and 10,000 rounds of
SPANISH FOODS
Both Sarnwak and British heat" against the British if thi.e
zens who scorn the publicity Tr
sources
Southeast
Asia,
informed
al’ I nit ion.
North Borneo are crown colonies. c ontinue. as he says, to hampei
LARGE BANQUET ROOM
rell and his group have brought:
Sinbetween
talks
merger
current
here
believe.
FOODS TO GO
Brunei is a protectorate and SinAs a result of the raid. Harrell
the town of 900.
;
Both Malayan Prime Minister gapore, a former crown colony:, gapore and the Federation.
1 and some of his followers face
Spani6h Wage
Singeof
Tengku
Abdul
Rahman
and
now is a governing tate whose, Lee said a great deal of unNOT A ONE!
;federal court action on charges
pore Prime Minister Lee Thum external ’affairs still are controlled pleasantness might be necessary
CT 5-9584
91 Willow St
"There’s not a Communist in harboring a Marine deserter.
Yew are in favor of bringing off by the British. Only Malaya is t he Biitish continued to "squill
the county," said State’s Atty. H.
KEEPING BUSY
the merger by 1963. If it is not completely independent.
on their bases in Singapore.
Carroll Bayler. "The FBI and 1
While Singapore and Malaya
state authorities have checked." I Meanwhile, Harrell and his fol.- effected by that time, they reason,
What Lee was doing, many le
Singapore’s
ruling
People’s
Action
both are in fasor of merger, right- 1 ieve, was merely establishing .
When Harrell refused to send lowers, free on bond, have been
his children to public schools busy on the estate, building the Party could fall from power and wing Malayan Premier Rahman yicsition on the British bases ho
OFF Regular
earlier this year and some of hio! fallout shelters and doing other; be replaced by a Communist- I won’t take in Singapore alone, in- t 0 speed up negotiations.
Menu Prices to
formed sources say. Unless Singa- threatening the position of ti
followers did likewise. they were clearing work. Harrell and his "Rented otesisitien
pore comes into the Federation British bases. Lee apparent..
tried and found guilty of failing clan live in smaller dwellings nem
Students. Bring
with the three Borneo territories hopes to force the British I111’
to keep their children in a law- an imposing, three-story, 24-roon.
Your ASB Card.
in a package deal, it doesn’t corny , taking a more positive attitude
foil school. The Illinois Supreme replica of Mount Vernon, George
in at all. The reason for this toward the merger, informs Court refused to hear an appeal Washington’s home.
Offer Good Only
thinking is that Rahman wants sources say.
by Harrell and sent the ease back
Harrell says the Lord hasn’t
Monday through
the
predominantly Chinese. poptil No one seriously believes Lei
to an appellate court where action told him the ultimate purpose it
Thursdays.
lion
of Singapore "watered down" wants to get rid of the Britt’
Is still pending.
the home. but some of his follow
hy vartous tribal strains of North bases at this time because
HERB’S
Harrell attiacted national at- ers envision it as a someday ern.
Borneo.
are an integral part of the Sine,
tention in August when he gave ter of government.
Rahman is very suspicious of the pore economy. But the threat
eke geld
refuge on his guarded estate to
The estate has its awn school’,
many left-wing elements in Singe- might bring some action, Lee
Dion Davis, 19, of Greenville, Pa.. and chtnch.
By JAIME PLENN
, pore, which include a Communist - hopes.
ee4taufrant
who left the Marines without
Harrell says he pays the famiMEXICO CITY (UPI i
An led opposition party and many
The British Governors of SaraORDERS TO GO
leave of absence. Davis said the lies for work they do on improvAmerican anthropologist and Rue Communist -run labor unions.
4th & Jackson
wak and British North Borne
Martnes teach men to hate" and ing the estate. He owns a fourCT 7-9838
2-2773
CT
thor has come up with a plan.
"flaunt sin right in your face."
RAHMAN FAVORS
seat airplane and has his private which he says could be used as
Harrell proclaimed that author- all-weather runway.
But Rahman is for the merr,4er
FIRST STREET
a guide for the U. S. Government’s
ities "will have to kill me" before’
Corps program in Lauri because he feels this obviously Is
Peace
REXALL DRUGS
GOD AND COUNTRY
he would allow Davis to he taken.
’ a better solution than contending
America.
Next to Woolworth’s
from the estate against the AWOL. Besides holding a patent on a
"The Biggest Little Jewelery Store in San Jose
Oscar Lewis, a University of with a Communist state on Mala 35 So. First St.
I method of building mausoleums, Illinois prrifessor as-ho has made ya’s southern shores. Once in the
Marine’s will.
157 South First Street
Harrell claims oil interests, owns a 20-year study of Mexican rural Fedeiation, Rahman would have
Your Beauty Needs
SURRENDER PLEA
CY 2-8697
a
motel
and
has
other
real
estate
no
trouble
cracking
down
on
Sin
’
Headquarters
Then came a conference of FBI holdings. His mother, a widow, life, said the plan is based on the
eapore’s
Communists.
Bankamencao first Nat’l Charge
Compare our
agents with the young Marine at owns a sporting goods company. .experience of a group of U. S.
Invites you
Observers say the reason why
Cr 241081
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students in a small Mexican vilprices before
the guarded gate of Harrell’,
onto
the
have
British
not
leaped
to inspect
Bat rell said the movement’s loge during the past summer.
you buy. We
the
Greater
r
Malaysia bandwaei 0’
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;chool emphasizes "God and coun- Lewis directed the students in a
Oar fine
keep our
with
more
zeal is because
try" in its teachings. The school’s two-month pioneering stay at the
cost of doing
selection
don’t
like the idea of turning over principal is Rev. A. Vance Corner,I. "off -the-beaten-pat h" village of i
business down
in name
their three Borneo territories. It’s
a former Methodist minister.
San Andres de la Cal.
and pass the
brand diamonds
that they want to hold ont,,
II Win
Ill1\1\-,1,1 ING
anthro-Inot
-The
combination
of
an
The group has its own flag,
savings on
the tenitories, which certainly
pology
field
team
taSks
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those
and
watches.
which flies with six American
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not profitable, but mainly because
to yea.
offers
opporCorps’
of
the
’Peace
flags from the gleaming white
it is felt it would be a violation of
ACROSS FROM ALLEN HALL
portico of the palatial replica of tunity for an excellent give-andWATCHES by Longines, Bulova,
relationship with Latin! long- standing British colonial pot l take
Mount Vernon.
American rural residents," he said.licy.
Harrell is a great admirer of
Witnauer, Medana & Mido.
To railroad the Borneo terri- j
"Instead of swamping them
’he late Sen. Joseph McCarthy
tories into the Federation would
Americans
ns
gadgets
that
Iwith
DIAMONDS by Keepsake
BARBER SHOP
who, he claims, was killed by the
think the people should have the I merely be transferring control
Phone CY 3-9955
ommumsts, the late Gen. George
front
one
power
to
another.
The
ANSON Men’s Jewelery
to
exfill the needs
team tries
Patton and Gen. Douglas Mae-’
pressed by villagers and actively, British believe elections ate the
thui.
GUARANTEED WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIR BY
helps them while at the same time only thing. But the trouble is, as
FINE EUROPEAN TRAINED CRAFTSMAN
He says his movement has no gathering research material about Lee and Rahman see it, that it
will take a long time to organiei
eonnection with the controversial their culture."
IJohn Birch society "although they
Lewis related how the "give and
IRFWEIRMomeroors
make a lot of sense." He called a take" worked out during the two
roup of "Minutemen" who are months that six L.T. S. university
’raining for defense of the coure students lived in the hut dwellings
’m’y "patriots.of San Andres de la Cal, an ancient Nahautel village of about 50(1
I2-HOUR PERIOD
"The Lord has told us that the Persons in 90 families.
"The villagers wept when our
nnited States will he subjected to
., 7,000 megaton nuclear attack students left." he said.
"Our idea basically has been to
within a 12-hour period," Harrell
OR ANY COMBINATION
said. "It could occur at anytime." do something for the people while
studying their culture," he said,
He said it has been revealed to
CLEANED IN 45 MINUTES
"and I think this plan, as well as
him that Russian paratroopers
many of the conclusions of my 20e ill be dropped and will conquer.
year-study can he applied in our I
I
lie United States from the At.
Latin American programs fin peeBETWEEN 10111 & Ilth ON E SAN CARLOS
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di ’Choke’ Program Launched
For Border Mail Frauds

Advertising Begins in 945 Trip es by 196i
Advertising as a part of the
college curriculum began at San
Jose tale in 1947 when Carl P
Ilofimaii, now professor emerit..
nitt,shiced our courses in th...
field to the Journalism depart :F:1 IC
;
the inception of -these four
roix-es. one of which was the,advertising staff laboratory for the
Spartan Daily, the college soon
had "Be of the 23 accredited advertising programs in the nation.
The program is now accredited by
the Association for Education in
rna lism.
In 1957. advertising at the college Nt as-no longer considered just
a sessnent of the Journalism department and the entire program
was renarned the Department of
Journalism & Advertising.
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Professor Quern, who has stn.,
led at the Illinois Institute ,
CHARLES MARSHALL
Technology in layout advertisin.
has worked on the advertisin.
Professor Marshall received a staffs of the Columbus Dispat, h
Orders to Go
bachelor of science degree in busi- and the Joliet Spectator.
Just Give Us a Call
ness at the University of Idaho
The professor worked with ti’
ENCHILADAS
TAMALES
TACOS
and a master of science degree in Norge division of Borg-Warner
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS
retailing at New York university. its advertising department and or
He has done graduate work at the creative staff of A. Love
Columbia university.
Elliott advertising agency bet...,
674 N. 13th
CV 4 -7468
Professor Quera received his coming to San Jose State to teach

,st

CARL HOFFMANN
At the end of the first year of
advertising at the college there has been a total of 212 graduates
wore four graduates in the field. majoring in this field.
In addition, there have been a
Flom 1947 until last June there ’number of students majoring in
lother fields. who have graduated
, with advertising minors. Currently,
40 per cent of students enrolled
COME & ENJOY
in the department, are studying
ALL THESE WONDERFUL
advertising.
HOT FOODS:
Originally four, the number of
courses offered in the field has
Sausage
grown to 12 courses of special
French Roll
Potato Salad
study.
%ll for
Courses currently offered include magazine advertising staff,
an introductory and advanced
daily newspaper advertising staff
and advertising internship.
Combination Plate
Other advertising courses inTaco - Tamale - Enchilada
clude retail, national campaign,
Beans & Rice
advanced, radio-television, direct
mail, copy writing, production and
individual problems.

rItalian

LEON QUERA

are

Charles E. Marshall and Leon ,
Quera, associate professors of advertising. Professor Marshall began teaching at the college in
of 1958; Professor Quera
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spartan Daily advertising adviser in
September, 1960.
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STAFF REQUIREMENT
Before graduating with an advertising major, students are required to take two semesters on
the Spartan Daily advertising
staff. While taking this course
- which has a restricted enrollment of 15students sell newspaper advertising’ to San Jose merchants and businessmen.
Money received from advertising sales goes to help support the
college daily newspaper. During
the 1960-1961 school year, 6:15,000
worth of advertisingnational and
localwas sold by members of the
staff. This is two-thirds of the
annual cost of the paper.
Lyke, self-supported college
receives 50 per cent of
is revenue ’from advertising and
per cent from magazine sales.
Advertising instructors at SJS
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towels and massagein seconds.
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique. combination of antievaporation agents
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re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier... gives; you
the most satisfying shavefastest. cloansst and most.
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If you think you’re seeing more Marlboro men
lately, you’re right. More than 25,000
smokers all over the country are switching
to Marlboro every Month!
You’ll know why when you try them.
Marlboro is the filter cigarette with the unfiltered
taste. The secret of the flavor is the famous
Marlboro recipe from Richmond, Virginia... and
the pure white Selectrate filter that goes with it.
Try Marlboro and judge for yourself. On or
off campus, you get a lot to like.
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For Border Mail Frauds

Advertising Begins in 1945 Triples by 1961

Advertising as a part of the ’
college curriculum began at San
Jose State in 1947 when Carl R.
Holtman, now professor emeritus.
inttoduccal four courses in that
(u-id to the Journalism department.
From the inception of .these four
courses, one of which was the,advertising staff laboratory for the
Spartan Dally, the college soon
had one of the 23 accredited advertising programs in the nation.
The program is now accredited by
the Association for Education in
Journalism.
In 1957, advertising at the college was-no longer considered just
a segment of the Journalism department and the entire program
was renamed the Department of
Journalism & Advertising.

CARL HOFFMANN
At the end of the first year of
advertising at the college there has been a total of 212 graduates
were four graduates, in the field. majoring in this field.
Inaddition, there have been a
From 1947 until last June there
number of students majoring in
other fields. who have graduated
with advertising minors. Currently,
40 per cent of students enrolled
COME & ENJOY
In the department are studying
ALL THESE WONDERFUL
advertising.
HOT FOODS!
Originally four, the number of
cannel; offered in the field has
Italian Sausage
grown to 12 courses of special
French Roll
Potato Salad
study.
%II for
Courses currently offered include magazine advertising staff,
an introductory and advanced
daily newspaper advertising staff
and advertising internship.
I
Combination Pt’s*
Other advertising courses inTaco - Tamale- Enchilada
clude retail, national campaign,
Beans * Rice
advanced, radio-television, direct
mail, copy writing, production and
individual problems.
---------"

LEON QUERA

CHARLES MARSHALL

are Charles E. Marshall and Leon
Quera, associate professors of advertising. Professor Marshall began teaching at the college in
February of 1958; Professor Quera
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spartan Daily advertising adviser in
September, 1960,

Professor Marshall received a
bachelor of science degree in business at the University of Idaho
and a master of science degree in
retailing at New York university.
He has done graduate work at
Columbia university.
Professor Quera received his

bachelor of fine arts and master
of arts degrees from Ohio State
university and has done graduate
work there.
Working primarily in the retail
field, professor Marshall has been
advertising manager of the Crescent department store at Spokane,
Wash., and of G. Herring, Ply.
Ltd., a plastics manufacturing firm
in Australia.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Before coming to San Jose State,
Professor Marshall taught at the
University of Idaho at Moscow
and at Pocatello and at the school
of retailing at New York university. He was a major in the army,
serving as a general purchasing
agent.
Professor Quern, who has studied at the Illinois Institute of
Technology in layout advertising,
has worked on the advertising
staffs of the Columbus Dispatch
and the Joliet Spectator.
The professor worked with the
Norge division of Borg-Warner in
Its advertising department and on
the creative staff of A. Lovell
Elliott advertising agency before
coming to San Jose State to teach.

high-powered Mex,cah amio
By stMAN WAGNER
ra,
The Federal Trade Comini.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- The
federal government has launched (FTC) cannot bring f,a
a program aimed at choking off Using charges a gainst the ;el.
mail order frauds that long haveectarris because the advertising.m.
tuallY takes Place abroad ae.
been promoted beyond its reach
United. States has tried to
arrOSS the Mexican border.
pea
Three agencies have pooled re- suede the Mexican Governmem
to
sources to stamp out activities of take action, without success.
So officials are trying the
U.S. concerns that advertise prones
duets --including autographed pic- approach. They hope to pin nug
tures of John the Baptistover fraud charges on the concerto
any of the fraudulently advert*
Mexican radio stations.
The Justice Department, the products are sent throueh the US
Federal Communications Corrunia- mails.
The FCC is monitoring Nlexiean
sion (FCC) and the Post Office
have teamed up to build mail stations for leads. It turns over
fraud cases against the American information to the Post 011ia
businesses whose commercials are which then attempts to determine
beamed north of the border by whether the products are mailed.
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STAFF REQUIREMENT
Before graduating with an advertising major, students are required to take two semesters on
the Spartan Daily advertising
staff. While taking this course
which has a restricted enrollment of 15students sell newspaper advertising’ to San Jose merchants and businessmen.
Money received from advertising sales goes to help support the
college daily newspaper. During
the 1960-1961 school year, $35,000
worth of advertisingnational and
local-was sold by members of the
staff. This is two-thirds of the
annual cost of the paper.
Lyke, self-supported college
magazine, receives Si) per cent of
Its revenue from advertising and
50 per cent from magazine sales.
Advertising instructors at SJS
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Advertising Begins in 1945 Triples by 1961

Advertising as a part of the ,
college curriculum began at San
Jose State in 1947 when Carl R.
Hoffman. now professor emeritus.
introduced four courses in [bat
field to the Journalism depart !Milt
FrOM the inception of -these four
courses, one of which was the advertising staff laboratory for the
Spartan Daily, the college soon
had one of the 23 accredited ad- ,
Vet-tiling programs in the nation. ,
The program is now accredited by
the Association for Education MI
Journalism.
In 1957. advertising at the college was-no longer considered just
a segment of the Journalism department and the entire program
was renamed the Department of
Journalism St Advertising.

CARL HOFFMANN

At the end of the first year of
advertising at the college there has been a total of 212 graduate;
were four graduates, in the field. majoring in this field.
In addition, there have been a
From 1947 until last June there
number of students majoring in
!other fields. who have graduated
, with advertising minors. Currently,
40 per cent of students enrolled
COME & ENJOV
in the department are studying
ALL. THESE WONDERFUL
advertising.
HOT FOODS:
Originally four, the number of
courses offered in the field has
Italian Sausage
grown to 12 courses of special
French Roll
study.
Potato Salad
AU for
Courses currently offered include magazine advertising staff,
an introductory and advanced
daily newspaper advertising staff
and advertising internship.
combination Plate
Other advertising courses inTaeo - Tamale- Enchilada
clude retail, national campaign,
Kean% & Rivet
advanced, radio-televisien, direct
mail, copy writing, production and
individual problems.

LEON OUERA

CHARLES MARSHALL

are Charles E. Marshall and Leon
Quera, associate professors of advertising. Professor Marshall began teaching at the college in
February of 1958; Professor Quera
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spartan Daily advertising adviser in
September, 1960.

Professor Marshall received a
bachelor of science degree in business at the University of Idaho
and a master of science degree in
retailing at New York university.
He has done graduate work at
Columbia university.
Professor Quera received his

bachelor of fine arts and master
of arts degrees from Ohio State
university and has done graduate
work there.
Working primarily in the retail
field, Professor Marshall hie; been
advertising manager of the Crescent department store at Spokane,
Wash., and of G. Herring, Pty.
Ltd., a plastics manufacturing firm
In Australia.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Before coming to San Jose State,
Professor Marshall taught at the.
University of Idaho at Moscow
and at Pocatello and at the school
of retailing at New York university. He was a major in the army,
serving as a general purchasing
agent.
Professor Quern, who has studied at the Illinois Institute of
Technology in layout advertising,
has worked on the advertising
staffs of the Columbus Dispatch
and the Joliet Spectator.
The professor worked with the
Norge division of Borg-Warner in
its advertising department and on
the creative staff of A. Lovell
Elliott advertising agency before
coming to San Jose State to teach

Choke’ Program Launched
For Border Mail Frauds
high-powered Mexican stations,
By SUSAN WAGNER
The I The Federal Trade (o1;rnissi6n
WASHINGTON i UPI)
federal government has launched (FTC) cannot bring false sth.,.
a program aimed at choking off tilling charges ae,ainst the
ac.
mail order frauds that long have ettrns because the ml%
wally takes place a is
been promoted beyond its reach ’Fl,
United.
States
has
border.
across the Mexican
tried to ppr.
Three agencies have pooled re- suade the Mexican Government
take
action,
without
of
activities
sources to stamp out
:were,
So officials are trying the
US. concerns that advertise pronest
approach.
They
hope to pin mail
ductsincluding autographed picfraud
charges
on
the concerns
tures of John the Baptistover
any of the fraudulently advertised
Mexican radio stations.
products
are sent throutth the us
The Justice Department, the
Federal Communications Commis- mails.
The
FCC is monitoring Alexicar,
sion (FCC) and the Post Office
have teamed up to build mail stations for leads. It lures we:
fraud cases against the American information to the Post Office
businesses whose commercials are which then attempts to determine
beamed north of the border by whether the products are mailed,
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STAFF REQUIREMENT
Before graduating with an advertising major, students are required to take two semesters on
the Spartan Daily advertising
staff. While taking this course
which has a restricted enrollment of 15--students sell newspaper advertising’ to San Jose merchants and businessmen.
Money received from advertising sales goes to help support the
college daily newspaper. During
the 1960-1961 school year, $35,000
worth of advertisingnational and
localwas sold by members of the
staff. This is two-thircla of the
annual cost of the paper.
Lyke, self-supported college
magazine, receives 50 per cent of
Its revenue from advertising and
50 per cent from magazine sales.
Advertising instructors at SJS

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with...

AIL

’New Journalist’ Anticipated: Radio, TV Newsman
A new kind of journalist will be
born on the San Jose State College
campus next semesterthe radio
and television newsman.
He will be seen on regularly
scheduled SJS news over KNTV,
San Jose.
He will be heard on daily radio
news programs from the college’s
new FM station, KSJS (now in its
final planning stages).
And it may not always be a
he, either, but perhaps a she who
will be dashing to news events
with recorder or camera to beat
the Spartan Daily.
All this is now possible because
of the new, quarter-million dollar
journalism wing into which the
Department of Journalism & Ad 11"6"M*

t

vertising moved itself this semester.
Upstairs, on the second floor in
J202, one of the finest and most
modern radio-television journalism
studios at any college or university
on the Pacific Coast is now being
readied. By spring, it will be operational.
Designed to serve the needs of
both radio and television, the facility now enables the department
to inaugurate a daily radio and
television news staff to gather,
write, and produce newscasts in
the same fashion that Spartan
Daily students produce a newspaper.
GORDON GREB
EQUIPMENT
.. training the newest
The equipment for news broad-

1
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SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
New"wetter-thanwateeaction molts beard’s tough.
nessin seconds. Remarkable new "wetter-thanwater
action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific
approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s toughness like hot
towel. and massagein seconds.
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique combination of anti-e,aporation agents
makos Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re -lathering, no dry spots. Richer and cioamier...givea you
the most satisfying slinve...fastest, cleanestand nior(t.
comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.
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casting includes:
* For television, a two-camera
unit, with mixer, valued at nearly
$25,000, which is equivalent to the
kind of equipment students will
use at professional stations. The
control board can perform all the
tricks of fading, superimposing,
and cutting that one sees on network TV newscasts. The dirbctor
can call for the integration of film
or still pictures with the program.
* For radio, a fully equipped
facilit y. including microphones,
speakers and recorders, to transmit radio news on or off campus.
When the FM station goes into
operation, news programs will be
fed to it directly from the journalism radio-television studios.
A complete news monitoring
system also is being installed. This
will include not merely a news
wire, United Press International,
which ticks off the latest news
from a news agency, but plans
also envision the monitoring of
foreign broadcast stations over
short-wave radio to keep in touch
with world-wide events as they
happen.
The radio-television journalism
major really has been doing news
programs for years and years at
SJS- only few people heard them.
Lacking studio and production facilities, the programs could only
be talked into a tape recorder to
be graded by an instructor or occasionally produced on the college’s closed-circuit television network. Audiences were limited.
BEGAN IN ’49
It all began in the Department
of Journalism & Advertising in
1949 with the introduction of a
single course in "radio news writing," taught by Keith Clarke, instructor in journalism.
Mr. Clarke, graduate of the University of Utah, had had eight
years’ experience as a news editor
and sportscaster when he joined
the faculty. Even so, he was
only employed part-time at SJS
to teach his lone course and
spent his full-time on the staffs of
KEEN or KXRX, San Jose.
By 195.3, radio news was being
taught by the late Carleton J.
Smyth, assistant professor of journalism. There was still only the
one radio news course, hut Smyth

was creating a name for himself a
an expert in this field with hi,
many writings on the subject.
In fact, the textbook still bsin:
used in the basic radio news seri:.
ing course by Brown and JOrte
"Radio and Television News," con.
tinues to carry the original article
contributed by Mr. Smyth in 1950
PRESENT HEAD
In 1956, the program came or.
der the direction of Gordon B
Greb, associate professor of jou:,
nalism. It was expanded to include
television and with plans for a
new journalism building undercon
sideration, the time was ripe to
consider installing broadcasting fa
citifies.
Mr. Greb, in addition to having
served on the staffs of radio its.
tions in Oakland and San Francisco, also had filled the position
of news editor for the West Coat!
News Headquarters of CBS Neon
in Hollywood in 1951. He was director of news for KSJO-AM, San
Jose, when he came to SJS.
FIVE (’OURSES
As the broadcasting induFry
found it necessary to increase
emphasis and attention to newts
has journalism at SJS in the inter.
vening years. By fall semester
1962, five separate courses in
radio-television news will be listel
as offerings as well as one in
radio-television advertising.
The areas now about to he
studied by the broadcast journalist
include!
it News writing and production
for radio and television
21 Comparative broadcasting t(
understand systems thmughout the
world
3) International broadcasting
with special attention to profs’
ganda
4) Daily news production fain’
lar to Spartan Daily)
5; Internship with prlessionali
at commercial radio or TV sta.
t ions.
Many graduates of the depart:
ment already are well known to
listening audiences but no longer
will students need to wait for
their diplomas to do their work
for an audience.
Now, after 12 years. the light it
going on in the radio -television
studio in the journalism buildig
and it is saying, "On the Air!"
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Advertising Begins in 1945 Triples by 1961

Advertising as a Part of the
college curriculum began at San
Jose State in 1947 when Carl R.
Holtman, now professor emeritus,
introduced four courses in that
field le the Journalism depart/ nent.
From the inception of ’these four
courses. one of which was the,advertising staff laboratory for the
Spartan Daily, the college soon
had one of the 23 accredited advertising programs in the nation.
The program is now accredited by
the Association for Education in
Journalism.
In 1957, advertising at the college vas-no longer considered just
a segment of the Journalism department and the entire program
was renamed the Department of
Journalism & Advertising.

4’

r

CARL HOFFMANN
At the end of the first year of
advertising at the college there has been a total of 212 graduates
were four graduates, in the field. majoring in this field.
In addition, there have been a
From 1947 until last June there
number of students majoring in
other fields, who have graduated
with advertising minors. Currently,
40 per rent of students enrolled
COME & ENJOY
in the department are studying
I ALL THESE WONDERFUL
advertising.
HOT FOODS!
Originally four, the number of
courses offered in the field has
Italian Sausage
grown to 12 courses of special
French Boa
Potato Salad
study.
All for
Courses currently offered include magazine advertising staff,
an introductory and advanced
daily newspaper advertising staff
and advertising internship.
Combination Plate
Other advertising courses int, Taco - Tamale - Enchilada
clude retail, national campaign.
Kcui & Rico
advanced, radio-televisien, direct
mail, copy writing, production and
individual problems.

LEON OUERA

CHARLES MARSHALL

are Charles E. Marshall and Leon
Quera, associate professors of advertising. Professor Marshall began teaching at the college in
February of 1958; Professor Quera
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spartan Daily advertising adviser in
September, 1960.

Professor Marshall received a
bachelor of science degree in business at the University of Idaho
and a master of science degree in
retailing at New York university.
He has done graduate work at
Columbia university.
Profes.sor Quera received his

bachelor of fine arts and master
of arts degrees from Ohio State
university and has done graduate
work there.
Working primarily in the retail
field, Professor Marshall has been
advertising manager of the crescent department store at Spokane,
Wash., and of G. Herring, Pty.
Ltd., a plastics manufacturing firm
In Australia.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Before coming to San Jose State,
Professor Marshall tauelii at the
University of Idaho at Moscow
and at Pocatello and at the school
of retailing at New York university. He was a major in the army,
serving as a general purchasing
agent.
Professor Quern, who has studied at the Illinois Institute of
Technology in layout advertising,
has worked on the advertising
staffs of the Columbus Dispatch
and the Joliet Spectator.
The professor worked with the
Norge division of Borg-Warner in
its advertising department and ont
the creative staff of A. Lovell!
Elliott advertising agency before
coming to San Jose State to teach.

’Choke’ Program Launched
For Border Mail Frauds
high-powered Mexican
By SiCSAN WAGNER
The Federal Trade Commission
- The
WASHINGTON (UPI)
federal government has launched (PIC) cannot bring false an,
a program aimed at choking off Using charges againm the eon’
mail order frauds that long have ctOrns because the advernang
ac
been promoted beyond its reach 4itually takes place abm d
United. States has tried to
across the Mexican border.
per.
Three agencies have pooled re- suede the Mexican GiAerninent
It
sources to stamp out activities of take action, without success.
So officials are trying the ne,
U.S. concerns that advertise products--including autographed pic- approach. They hope I., pin neol
tures of John the Baptistover fraud charges on the concerns
any of the fraudulently
Mexican radio stations.
advertissi
The Justice Department, the products are sent through the
US
Federal Communications Commis- mails.
The FCC is monitoring mexsear
sion (FCC) and the Post Office
have teamed up to build mall stations for leads. It turns ova
fraud cases against the American information to the Post Ofret
businesses whose commercials are which then attempts to iletermin
beamed north of the border by whether the products are mast
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STAFF REQUIREMENT
Before graduating with an advertising major, students are reiquired to take two semesters on
the Spartan Daily advertising
staff. While taking this course
which has a restricted enrollment of 15students sell newspaper advertising’ to San Jose merchants and businessmen.
Money received from advertising sales goes to help support the
college daily newspaper. During
the 1960-1961 school year, $3.5,000
worth of advertisingnational and
localwas sold by members of the
staff. This im two-thirds of the
annual cost of the paper.
Lyke, self-supported college
magazine, receives 50 per cent cif
Its revenue from advertising and
! 50 per cent from magazine sales.
Advertising instructors at SJS

Newspapers Not Simple; Franklin Had His Troubles, Too
The evolution of mass communication has been marked by profound developments in speed of
publication, size and thoroughness
of news coverage.
Long strides have been taken
by courageous men and women in
developing an efficient method of
news dissemination from the infant stages of newspapers when
our country itself was but a group
of colonies.
The first newspaper in America
came through the futile efforts of
Benjamin Harris, a fugitive from
England. His "Publick Occurrences" was immediately suppressed because it incurred the
disapproval of the Boston authorities, in 1690.
John Campbell, postmaster of

Boston, began publication of what
was to be the first successful
newspaper in America in 1704.
This was "The Boston NewsLetters."
These and other newspapers
during this time followed the
somewhat drab and ultra-conservative English style of journalism
and were unable to attract wide
readership or sufficient advertising.
James Franklin’s "New England
Courant," although ushering in a
phase of journalism by its publishing of essays and verse, did
not differ greatly from the English style.
One of the most important developments in the history of journalism came about with publics-

tion of "The New York Weekly
Journal" by John Peter Zenger
in 1733.
In this newspaper, criticism of
the Crown’s authority and open
discussion of the rights of the
people received publication. This
resulted in the arrest of Zenger
in a trial which proved to be
the first and most important step
in the establishment of the free
press.
Publication difficulties during
this time were many: subscribers
were few in number, advertising
support was limited, paper and
ink expensive and printing methods were slow and crude due to
hand operation.
News consisted of foreign news
taken from English newspapers

and domestic information taken
from colonial papers and private
letters. This explains why so many
editors were postmasters.
In the latter part of the eighteenth century the press became
the medium of expression for controversies between England and
the colonies. After the Revolutionary War there was a great increase in the number and the frequency of newspaper publication.
This led_ newspapers to became
abusively partisan and important
as organs for presenting the contentions of the different political
parties.
The advent of the "penny press"
in the 1830s marked the beginning
of modern journalism. In this era
human interest stories and the

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with...

You’ve been seeing
me in
the Spartan Daily!

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
New "wetter-than-wateeaction melts beard’s toughness -in seconds. Remarkable new "wetterthan-water
action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific
approximation te the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s tonahness like hot
towels and massagein seconds.
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique combination of antimaporation agents
makes Soper Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
relathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamiergives% you
the most satislying shave... fastest. cleanestand naost.
comfortable. Regular or mentholsted, 1.00.
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PRESSURED?

wide and fast coverage of nem
became of utmost importance.
The editorial page came into
being through the efforts of
Horace Greeley, "father of Amerlean journalism," in his "New
York Tribune."
Joseph Pulitzer, in seeking to
expose abuses and to pmmote
worthy causes for the benefit of
the common people, built a great
newspaper in the "New Yon(
World."
CLAIM JUSTIFIED
His claim that newspapers are
justified in printing crime news
because crime thrives only in
secrecy has proved to he a valid
one.
The American magazine became
a reality through the efforts of
Andrew Bradford and Benjamin
Franklin; however, its evolution
was somewhat less rapid than that
of the newspaper.
The primary object of the magazine was to popularize literature
and the arts; however, historical
scientific and religious areas ale
were emphasized in the early
publications.
ADVANCES CITED
Twentieth-century ,journalier
characterized by its mechanical
advances, standardization. and
professional progress.
Helping to standardize the PrK
are news-gathering agencies. notable among them the United
Press International and Associated
Press.
The tremendous speed, accurab
and interesting style of news cll6semination of today’s press have
been major factors in increasing
the readership and influence that
it now enjoys.
The rapid developments of ratio
and television as mass communication media also contributed ins
mensely to the speedy and
thorough coverage of news.

-1

Remember?

can help you. We’re looking for students who would
be interested in the advantages of life insurance
underwriting and or sales management, through
our Campus Training Program.

Since the beginning of the fall term at San Jose
State, I’ve had the pleasure of talking to you about
something of great importance.
Your future.
If you’re a sophomore, junior or senior preparing
for a business career, with no clear picture of your
future, I think you will find that Provident Mutual

Corsages

If you’re interested in our program, give us a
call and we’ll be glad to talk with you. There’s
no high pressure or "arm -twisting" at Provident
Mutual. We only provide the facts of the program
and answer any questions you may have. The
decision is yours, alone, to make.
Phone, write or drop in our office today and
ask for our free booklet, "Interning for the Future."
I know you will find it
and our program
interesting.

PROVIDENT Mt ’WAIL
Life Insurance Company of Philadelphia

210 NORTH FOURTH STREET

Bouquets

For Any
Occasion

Iey It With Flowersi

gaktna4
10th

CY 7-5707

at
cy 2 046/
ssai

11SPARTAN HAHN
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Advertising Begins in 945 Triples by 1961,

Advertising as a part of tile
college curriculum began at San
Jose State in 1947 when Carl R.
Hoffman, now professor emeritus,
Introduced four courses in that
field to the Journalism depart From the inception of -these four
courses. one of which was the...advertising staff laboratory for the
’Spartan Daily. the college soon
had uric of the 23 accredited advertising programs in the nation.
The program is now accredited by
the Association for Education in
Journalism.
In 1957. advertising at the college was-no longer considered just
a segment of the Journalism department and the entire program
was renamed the Department of
Journalism & Advertising.

CARL HOFFMANN
At the end of the first year of
advertising at the college there has been a total of 212 graduates
were four graduates, in the field. majoring in this field.
In addition, there have been a
From 1947 until last June there
number of students majoring in
other fields, who have graduated
with advertising minors. Currently,
40 per cent of students enrolled
COME & ENJOY
In the department are studying
ALL THESE WONDERFUL
advertising.
HOT FOODS:
Originally four, the number of
courses offered in the field has
Italian Rasoiage
grown to 12 courses of special
French Roll
Potato Salad
study.
sti for
Courses currently offered include magazine advertising staff,
an introductory and advanced
daily newspaper advertising staff
and advertising internship.
Combination Plate
Other advertising courses inTaco - Tamale - Enchilada
clude retail, national campaign,
Beans & Klee
advanced, radio-television, direct
mail, copy writing, production and
individual problems.

LEON QUERA

CHARLES MARSHALL

are Charles E. Marshall and Leon
Quera, associate professors of advertising. Professor Marshall began teething at the college in
February of 1958; Professor Quera
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spartan Daily advertising adviser in
September, 1960.

Professor Marshall received a
bachelor of science degree in business at the University of Idaho
and a master of science degree in
retailing at New York university.
He has done graduate work at
Columbia university.
Professor Quera received his

bachelor of fine arts and master
of arts degrees from Ohio State
university and has done graduate
work there.
Working primarily in the retail
teld, Professor Marshall has been
{advertising manager of the Crescent department store at Spokane,
Wash., and of G. Herring, Pty.
I.td., a plastics manufacturing firm
in Australia.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Before coming to San Jose State,
Professor Marshall taught at the
University of Idaho at Moscow
and at Pocatello and at the school
of retailing at New York university. He was a major in the army,
serving as a general purchasing
agent.
Professor Quera, who has studied at the Illinois Institute of
Technology in layout advertising,
has worked on the advertising
staffs of the Columbus Dispatch
and the Joliet Spectator.
The professor worked with the
Norge division of Borg-Warner in
its advertising department and on
the creative staff of A. Lovell
Elliott advertising agency before I
coming to San Jose State to teach.

’Choke’ Program Launched
For Border Mad Frauds
high-powered Mexican stritioft
Sy SUSAN WAGNER
The Federal Trade
WASHINGTON (UPI) --- The
conanission
federal government has launched (FIC) cannot bring fake dyer Using
charges
against Ihe eon,
a program aimed at choking off
mail order frauds that long have menet because the advertising ac
takes
l’ttrally
place abroad. ’n.g
been promoted beyond its reachUnited. States has hied to
across the Mexican border.
the
suede
Mexican Gosernmentper.
Three agencies have pooled reti
sources to stamp out activities of take action, without success.
So officials are trying th
U.S. concerns that advertise produets--including autographed plc- approach. They hope to pi, mac
tures of John the Baptistover fraud charges on the concerns d
any of the fraudulently advertiso
Mexican radio stations,
The Justice Department, the products are sent throueir the
Federal Communications Commis- mails.
The FCC is monitoring Mexicar
sion (FCC) and the Post Office
have teamed up to build mail stations for leads. It turns cats
fraud cases against the American information to the Post OM,
businesses whose commercials are which then attempts to itetensiN
beamed north of the border by whether the products art’ mailod

PARTY TROUBLES SOLVED!
Orders to Go
Just Give Us a Call
ENCHILADAS
TAMALES
TACOS
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS

674 N. 13th

EL FARO TACO BAR CY 4-746$

60c

AIM

90c

Home Style

CHILI BEANS

300

Foot Long

1101 DOGS
TAMALE
BEEF TACO
ENCHILADA

300
350
350
354

DELUXE
SANDWICH
SHOP
Next to Campus
Beauty Shop
275 E. SAN FERNANDO

STAFF REQUIREMENT
Before graduating with an advertising major, students are required to take two semesters on
the Spartan Daily advertising
staff. While taking this course
which has a restricted enrollment of 15students sell newspaper advertising to San Jose merchants and businessmen.
Money received from advertising sales goes to help support the
college daily newspaper. During
the 1960-1961 school year, $35,000
worth of advertisingnational and
localwas sold by members of the
staff. This is two-thirds of the
annual cost of the paper.
Lyke, self-supported college
magazine, receives 50 per cent of
Its revenue from advertising and
50 per cent from magazine sales.
Advertising instructors at SJS

Newsman Doug Edwards
To Answer Critics of TV

DOUGLAS EDWARDS
. . . ’Freedom of Broadcasting’

A reply to critics of television is
promised by Douglas Edwards,
award-winning CBS television network newscaster, when he talks
here at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow, in
Morris Dailey auditorium, on
"Freedom of Broadcasting."
Flying to San Jose from New
York especially to participate in
the three-day 25th anniversary
celebration of the Department of
Journalism & Advertising, Edwards will take the offensive in
defense of broadcast journalism.
The talk is co-sponsored by the
College Lecture committee and the
Department of Journalism & Advertising.

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with...

The 44-year-old network newsman will challenge TV critics to
prove their charges that television
news somehow is failing to provide
Americans with an accurate and
truthful picture of the world.
In a telegram to the journalism
department, in advance of his
speech, Edwards said, "I intend
that my talk shall be a positive
affirmation that television news is
out to report the news as it happens without bias but within the
limitations of its time structure."
It is his belief that reckless
charges against broadcasting media encompass a threat.
KEEP FREEDOM
"We have freedom of choice in
our reporting," he said. "I am certain that it is the intention of the
broadcasting media to keep it that
way."
Edwards won a Peabody Award
five years ago for excellence in
television news reporting. His
nightly TV program. "Douglas Edwards with the News," (KPIX,
Channel 5) is the oldest established television rum,

the air. It celebrated its 12th ann
versary last August.

WHET’S NEWSBOY
Born in Ada, Okla., July 14
1917, he began broadcasting net,
when he was 15. Friends set up t
100-watt
commercial
station
WHET, and he became the sta.
lion’s first newscaster.
After high school in Troy, Ala
Edwards studied at the Universit)
of Alabama, Emory university
Atlanta, Ga., and the University o:
Georgia Evening college.
He then moved on to a newt
reporting job with WAGF in Do
than, Ala. From there he went to
Atlanta as assistant news editor
of the Atlanta Journal and the
Journal station, WSB. He (raw.
ferred to VVXYZ in Detroit for
two years, then returned to WM
as assistant news editor.
In 1945, after serving with CBS
in Paris, he was sent on an 805.
mile roving assignment throughont
Europe and the Middle East. On
V-E Day he broadeaeo from Lon.
don and on V-J Day to

Adman Clyde Bedell To Talk
At Open Luncheon Tomorrow
Clyde Beath, advertising executive, consultant, columnist and
educator, will ’address members of
the student body, faculty and invited guests from San Jose tomorrow at a 12:15 p.m. luncheon in
the ballroom of the Catholic Women’s Center.
Bedell, who has been in the advertising field since 1919, is the
1954 recipient of the Nichols Cup,
awarded by Alpha Delta Sigma,
national advertising fraternity.
The lecturer was named to the
Retail Hall of Fame and received
the Retail Advertising Conference
award in 1955. He is a member
of the Newspaper Advertising Executives association at Chicago
university.
Bedell, who is author of a weekly feature in "Adevrtising Age,"
a professional journal, has had six
books published in the fields of
retailing and advertising.

The advertising man began In.
career as traveling business edit.’7
for trade magazines and wive:,
tising agency account executive
at 21.
Bedell then served as advertis.
ing manager, director of sales and
advertising and corporation It.
rector of Butler Bros. from 1924
to 1932.
The speaker became account
executive for N. W. Ayer from
1933 to 1935 and advertising man.
ager and author of the Caleb col.
umn for Marshall Field and co
1936 to 1939.
Other positions heal by Bell
Include sales promotion manager
for the Fair Store, Chicago: nevertising counselor and vice Prot.
dent director of -Bride-to-Bo
for
magazine, 1954; and lecturer
Northwestern university school of
commerce.

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
New wetterthan-water action melts beard’s tough.
ness-in seconds. Remarkable new "wettertlian.watet"
action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific
approximation m the feathertouch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s toughness like hot
towels and massage -in seconds.
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique combination of anti -evaporation agents
makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier... gives you
the most stuisiying shave... fastest, C nom -and most.
comfortable. Regular or mentholated. 1.00.

Swinging Togs!

Round-The-Clock Coiffures
10% Discount to Students
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Advertising Begins in 1945 Triples by 1961

Advertising as a part of the
college curriculum began at San
Jose Stale in 1947 when Carl ft.
Holtman, now professor emeritus, :
introduced four courses in that
field to the Journalism department
From the inception of -these four
courses, one of which was the,advertising staff laboratory for the
Spartan Daily, the college soon
had one of the 23 accredited advertising programs in the nation.
The program is now accredited by
the Association for Education in
Journalism.
In 1957, advertising at the college was-no longer considered just
a segment of the Journalism department and the entire program
was renamed the Department of
Journalism & Advertising.

CARL HOFFMANN
At the end of the first year of
advertising at the college there has been a total of 212 graduates
were four graduates, in the field. majoring in this field.
In addition, there have been a
From 1947 until last June there
number of students majoring in
iother fields, who have graduated
with advertising minors. Currently,
40 per cent of students enrolled
COME & ENJOV
in the department are studying
ALL THESE WONDERFUL
advertising.
HOT FOODS!
Originally four, the number of
courses offered in the field has
Italian Sausage
grown to 12 courses of special
French Roll
Potato Salad
study.
11.1 for
Courses currently offered include magazine advertising staff,
an introductory and advanced
daily newspaper advertising staff
and advertising internship.
Combination Plate
Other advertising courses in’I .11.0 - Tamale - Enehilada
clude retail, national campaign,
8d.11.1124 & Rho
advanced, radio-television, direct
mail, copy writing, production and
individual problems.

LEON QUERA

CHARLES MARSHALL

are Charles E. Marshall and Leon
Quera, associate professors of mi.
vertising. Professor Marshall began teaching at the college in
February of 1958; Professor Quera
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spartan Daily advertising adviser in
September, 1960,

Professor Marshall received a
bachelor of science degree in business at the University of Idaho
and a master of science degree in
retailing at New York university.
He has done graduate work at
Columbia university.
Professor Quera received his

bachelor of fine arts and master
of arts degrees from Ohio State
university and has done graduate
work there.
Working primarily in the retail
Deld, Professor Marshall has been
.idvertising manager of the Crescent department store at Spokane,
Wash., and of G. Herring, Pty.
Ltd., a plastics manufacturing firm
in Australia.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Before coming to San Jose State,
Professor Marshall taught at the
University of Idaho at Moscow
and at Pocatello and at the school
of retailing at New York university. He was a major in the army,
serving as a general purchasing
agent.
Professor Quera, who has studied at the Illinois Institute of
Technology in layout advertising,
has worked on the advertising
staffs of the Columbus Dispatch
and the Joliet Spectator.
The professor worked with the
Norge division of Borg-Warner in
its advertising department and on
the creative staff of A. Lovell ’
Elliott advertising agency before ,
coming to San Jose State to teach

’Choke’ Program Launched
For Border Mail Frauds
SUSAN WAGNER
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- The
federal government has launched
a program aimed at choking off
mail order frauds that long have
been promoted beyond its reach
across the Mexican border.
Three agencies have pooled resources to stamp out activities of
US. concerns that advertise products--including autographed pictures of John the Baptistover
Mexican radio stations.
The Justice Department, the
Federal Communications Commisshin (FCC) and the Post Office
have teamed up to build mail
fraud cases against the American
businesses whose commercials are
beamed north of the border by

high-powered Me
mations.
The Federal Tratk Curtunixsion
(FTC) cannot bring false
saver,
thing charges against
the cos.
corns because the ath’ertIsin
tually takes place abroad. The
United. States has tried to per.
suade the Mexican Got.ertunent
take action, without success.
So officials are trying the tft,
approach. They hope to pin
alas
fraud charges on the concerto
any of the fraudulently advertised
products are sent through the
U.S
The FCC is monitoring
*glean
stations for leads. It turns
over
information to the Pst tyke
which then attempts to determine
whether the products . mese,
-

PARTY TROUBLES SOLVED!
Orders to Go
Just Give Us a Call
ENCHILADAS
TAMALES
TACOS
THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS

674 N. 13th

EL FARO TACO BAR

CY 4-7468

60e
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HOT DOGS
TAMALE
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SANDWICH
SHOP
Next to Campus
Beauty Shop
215 E. SAN FERNANDO

STAFF REQUIREMENT
Before graduating with an advertising major, students are required to take two semesters on
the Spartan Daily advertising
staff. While taking this course
which has a restricted enrollment of 15students sell newspaper advertising’ to San Jose merchants and businessmen.
Money received from advertising sales goes to help support the
college daily newspaper. During
the 1960-1961 school year, $35,000
worth of advertisingnational and
localwas sold by members of the
staff. This is two-thirds of the
annual cost of the paper.
Lyke, self-supported college
magazine, receives 50 per cent of
its revenue from advertising and
50 per cent from magazine sales.
Advertising instructors at SJS

Controversy, Variation Typify College Papers
. . .
perhaps no
7r.ers,
segment of American journalism
that is in as peculiar position as is
the non-professional better known
as the student pre.
In colleges. universities, junior
colleges and even high schools.
student ’journalists" try their
skills at putting together a semblance of a newspaper. Sometimes
succewful, often amateurish. occasionally irresponsible. the student press has been the focal
point of a great deal of concern
and controversy as to its function
and its purpose_
Although problems surrounding
the student press have been considered by administrators, educators prcfesisior.al journalists and
the nation.
5’

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with...

LOOK...

g.t-eat gaps
theory and practice regarding the
operation of on-campus publications.
Perhaps the most striking aspect
of non-professional publications is
the wide variation that presently
exists in every facet of staff setup
and production.
Student operated papers range
from tabloid to full size, from daily
to monthly, and from four to 10
page average
’DAILY’ PAPERS
Of approximately 54 daily’ college newspapers in the United
States, only about 34 are 5-day a
week publications. The others publish just four of the weekdays_
The relr.ainder of the college
semi-weekly.
paper’
case of The
wee,. 7
s published by
7.higan depart. are monthly.
student -edited
irreat deal from
:ion. At some
strictly an
w:th the
z
is

LISTEN...

’he student g
There has, perhaps_ been more
abuse of this segment of the press.
both from inside and out, than of
any other.
It is seldom that a school term
elapses without one or more student editors. somewhere, losing his
job either because of irresponsibility or because of policy disagreements.
In spite of this, according to a
recent nationwide survey c--rducted by Arthur M. Sanders.
sponsored by the National Counc...
of College Publications Advisers.
very few newspaper staff members feel they have -little or no
freedom."
Thirty of 39 publications responding to the survey reported
that the staff felt it had -complete
or very much editorial freedom"
Academic relationships of the
student press. the survey indicated,
include reports that six papers are
operated "primarily" as laboratories. 13 -partly" as laboratories
and 10 not at all
The student daily is not connected with the department or
school of journalism at 19 Institut. :r.s and 15 respondents to the
.:-..ey reported that the newspaper is not connected with any
..:rnalism course.
*SACRED COWS’
--T.:.nding to a question regard problems. taboo areas or
:Lvd moivs.’ 11 publications re-xt that they had some and :21
-aered that none existed.
Ccarments from dailies afilch
answered -yes" include the report
stated:
No liquor or beer advertising
Some pressure on adviser re4arding ’enot
None since we put in a tevhr.7a:

"Restrict:ie care Ls demanded
Taisie
in editorial comment about Legis- regents."
lature while legislature is in sesNo sides in ’student politics
The largest single Igoe ..1
sion."
art aware- s ..ient-edited newspaper a be.
-There is Ce:to be the 112 -page thiier.
ness of the ad,,- - -. ,n."
l.. r. of The Daily Nut
One univers.:. ..fficial sought
-7. newspaper publisha
r..st which was
identity of
r.. ersity of Iowa. Ion,
not disclosed by
--...-ious August. the al.!
capital tr.:s
-News from. e
" is 104 pages.
sred by prestdent -

Britisher To Talk Today
On Public Relations Topic
of the 2’"
Jo’irnahsfit & A er-.s.r.
par:item at San Jose SaB. Eden -Green
joint session of the San
club and the San Jose P.iblic Relations Round Table meeting is -.

’’,nnirt.-e he
Ic the
s
ALAN EDEN -GREEN
. . . Bri+c- Speaks

AND TYPE!
As cmi. as
_ 3

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
New "wetter-than-water" action melts beard’s tough
ness-in seconds. Remarkable new "wetterthamwater"
action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific
approximation te the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s toughness like hot
towels and massage -in seconds.
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Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique combination of anti -evaporation agents
makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering. no dry spots. Richer and creamier... aims you
the most satisfying Anse ...lament, cleanest -and most
comfortable. Regular or mentholated. 1.00.
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’Choke’ Program Launched
For Border Mail Frauds
master

Advertising Begins in 1945 =Trip es by 1961

Advectising as a part of the45
college curriculum began at San
Jose State in 1947 when Carl It.
Holtman. ram. professor emeritu:.
introilaced four courses in th
field h. the Journalism dep.
tritfit
roan the inception of ,these f.,
courses. one of which was the...0H
vertising staff laboratory for the
Spartan Daily, the college soon
had one of the 23 accredited advertising programs in the nation.
The program is now accredited by
the Association for Education in
Journalism.
In 1957. advertising at the college was-no longer considered jtea
a segment of the Journalism department and the entire program
was reniuned the Department ot
Journalism & Advertising.
CARL HOFFMANN
At the end of the first year of
advertising at the college there has been a total of 212 graduates
were four graduates. in the field. majoring in this field.
In addition, there have been a
From 1947 until last June there
reof
bmustudents
ngnirojam
in
other fields who have graduated
with advertising minors. Currently,
40 per cent of students enrolled
COME & ENJOY
in the department are studying
ALL THESE WONDERFUL
advertising.
HOT FOODS!
Originally four, the number of
courses offered in the field has
Italian Sausage
I
grown to 12 courses of special
French Kull
Potato Salad
study.
AU fur
Courses currently offered inelude magazine advertising staff,
an introductory and advanced
daily newspaper advertising staff
and advertising internship.
Combination Plate
Other advertising courses inTaco - Tamale - Enchilada
clude retail, national campaign,
Beans & lUre
advanced, radio-television, direct
mail, copy writing, production and
individual problems.

Imprig

bachelor of rine arts and
arts degrees from Ohio State
university and has done graduate
work there.
Working primarily in the retail
field, Professor Marshall has been
advertising manager of the Crescent department store at Spokane.
Wash., and of G. Herring, Pty.
Ltd., a plastics manufacturing firm
In Australia.
,
TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Before coming to San Jose State,
1Professor Marshall taught at the
:University of Idaho at Moscow
and at Pocatello and at the school
lof retailing at New York university. He was a major in the army,
Iserving as a general purchasing
agent.
Professor Quera, who has stud
led at the Illinois Institute
Technology in layout advertising,
has worked on the advertising!
staffs of the Columbus Dispatch
and the Joliet Spectator.
The professor worked with th.
Norge division of Borg-Warner a.
its advertising department and on
the creative staff of A. Lovell
Elliott advertising agency before ,
coming to San Jose State to teach.
of

LEON QUERA

CHARLES MARSHALL

are Charles E. Marshall and Leon
Quera, associate professors of advertising. Professor Marshall began teaching at the college in
February of 1958; Professor Quera
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spartan Daily advertising adviser in
September, 1960.

Professor Marshall received a
bachelor of science degree in business at the University of Idaho
and a master of science degree in
retailing at New York university.
He has done graduate work at
Columbia university.
Professor Quera received his

By SUSAN WAGNER
WASHINGTON 1UPD -- The
federal government has launched
a program aimed at choking off
mail order frauds that long have
been promoted beyond its reach

high-powered afexican
The Federal Tend,. i(1,1,.,,,,,,,Kt,hr.e,eirnaliewil
utPTCnited) cannot hunghbriasnctl,:i.,e1:11
Using charges against the
earns because the :el.,’
tually takes place
rhf,’

acTilrusvethaegeMnceNiesiefihnarApeoro.led resources to stamp out activities of
U.S. concerns that advertise produetsincluding autographed pictures of John the flaptistover
Mexican radio stations.
The Justice Department, the
Federal Communications Conunission (FCC) and the Post Office
have teamed up to build mail
fraud cases against the American
businesses whose commercials are
le.:.med mirth f the he erder by

suade the Mexican (1.0.eratrierit
to.
take action, asee.yinththolouipt:iutErehrEemaiu.:
prtf: :73:dordunotca.of,:ihihi,eiaeriiTig.eifeslrahs uaodrnuelettniritve,ly wiveriise4

mails.
The FCC in monitoring Nleximn
stations for leads. It turns over
information to the P1..jOffice
which then attempts 1., ,leteirsine
whether the pi.,,f11,, t
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STAFF REQUIREMENT
Before graduating with an advertising major, students are required to take two semesters on
the Spartan Daily advertising
staff. While taking this course
which has a restricted enrollment of 15students sell newspaper advertising’ to San Jose merchants and businessmen.
Money received from advertising sales goes to help support the
college daily newspaper. During
the 19604961 school year, $35,000
worth of advertisingnational and
localwas sold by members of the
staff. This is two-thirds of the
:nnual cost of the paper.
Lyke, self-supported college
.uagazine, receives 50 per cent of
its revenue ’from advertising and
50 per cent from magazine sales.
Advertising instructors at SJS
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HARRIS
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Cameras
Projectors
Enlargers
Chemicals
Films

S50.00
Just arrived, imported,
hand-woven Harris

Alto a Complete Selection of

Tweed Sport Coats ...
Made from 100%

of outer Hebrides. See
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from

NIKON
FUSICA
BOLEX
OMEGA

pure Scottish woolens.
Spun from the Isles

SLACKS
S22.50

Country Camera Center

shade of charred
green, grey and Os-

POLAROID
LEICK
LINHOF
KODAK

own F, Country Camera Center

Tearnep75-dbl-

111

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE 28. CALIFORNIA

!PO

Ur

419 TOWN & COUNTPY VILLAGESAN JOSE
20 Town & Country Village Palo Alto

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
New ’wettardhan-watseactIon melts beard’s toughnessIn seconds. Remarkable new "wetter -than -water"
action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific
approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shaves. Melts your beard’s toughness like hot
towels and massagein seconds.
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique combination of anti -evaporation agents
makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer sad creamier... gives you
the most sosistying shave.., fastest, cleanestand moat.
comfortable. Regular or mentholated. 1.00.
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Town & Country Music Center

CAPTURES the Campus
with a pre -holiday JAZZ SALE!
All LP’s 250 Off with ASB
PAPI.15.11.04

Charlie Mingus
Ella Fitzgerald
urres Ray Conniff
Town & Country Village
3 Dave Brubeck
Many, many more!
is open
Monday, Thursday,
BONUS! !
LP of your choice with
Friday nights
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Free 3.98
purchase of any diamond needle:
8.95, 9.95,

10.95

for your convenience.
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